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SETTLEMENT
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"Warping" Enables Wrights to Fly

MORE

SAYS ALDRICH

KEXHEEK
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TROUBLE

FOR

TILLMAN'S

AM

TEA

Pittsburg.
June 29. Pittsburg la
happy today because the people do
not have to walk downtown. The
street car strike, which for two days
tied up traffic, causing demoralization to business, was ended last night
with a conference between company
officials and leaders of the union.
The loss to the city has been large
in wages to car men. loss in fares
to the company, loss In trade to department stores and general cessation of business. The union claims to
have gained its point In everything,
while the company claims the same
tiling.
' Mayor Magee. who brought about
a settlement of the difficulties, says
nothing except that there will be no
trouble in Pittsburg for many years.
Kxcepting one point which will be
arbitrated later, the differences adjusted at last night's meeting with
Mayor Magee are as follows:
The number of short runs will be
reduced 50 per cent, the men withdraw their objections to the emergency runs, Sunday runs will
not be
longer than week day runs, two discharged employes will be given a
hearing, a conductor who lost his
seniority will be restored.
COIKIBINEO

FLEETS

-

v

WILL BE INSPECTED
Naval Force Will Laue Vp
for Inspection During the Next
Month.

Brilik-l- i

London, June 29. A pageant
of
unmatched magnificence and a lesson
of infinite importance will be presented to the citizens of London toward the close of July. The combined
fleets of the Atlantic and the home
waters, after maneuvering
in the
North sea. will steam to South End.
and from that Watergate of the capital will extend In almost unbroken
line to the heart of London..
Nearly 40 miles of battleships and
cruisers, with their multitude
of
smaller craft, will stretch
like a
mighty arrow along the Thames, (.nil
the point of the arrow, formed of
torpedo boats and destroyers, will lie
In the shadow of parliament, while
the shaft, of battleships and cruisers.
Is prolonged to the Nore.

POLICE

SEARCHING
EOR THE

Sew Jersey

CHINAMEN

b

District
Surrounded
and Detective Are Working in
Irge Numbers.

New York, June 29. A police cordon thrown about the comparatively
narrow
territory comprising Pater-soPassaic. Hackensack and other
neighboring towns in New Jersey today Is tightening around a number of
Chinamen, among whom the police
expect to find trace of Leon Ling, alleged slayer of Elsie Sigel. Fifty of
the best detectives have been placed
in this territory and this leads to the
hi lie! that the police have Information which has not
made pub- n,

Th.- mystery surrounding the murder of Miss Sigel and the disappearance of Leon is no nearer solution.
Tc rftectivea have run down a clue
concerning the removal of the trunk
t) a lai.ndry. but found only an em-pt- v
lioildlng.
-

girls to

Washington, June 29. Senator Al
drlch, in the course of an answer to
questions today, ald that he would
support the corporation tax amendment as a means of defeating the income tax and expressed the opinion
thut the tax would be repealed after
two years or the rate materially
low crcd.
Aldrich made this statement during
an argument over the tea tax. The
corporation tax and the income tax
could not be kept out of the debate.
It was In response to a direct question from Senator Clay that Aldrich
told bluntly his position on the income tax.
"I shall vote for the corporation
tax as a means of defeating the income tax," he said. "I shall bo perfectly frank, I shall vote for it for
another reason. The Income of the
government will show a deficit of BO
millions this year and next year '.I
will .be 45 millions. 1 am willing the
deficit should be taken care of by the
corporation tax but at the end of two
years it should be repealed or reduced."
He said that a permanent form 'f
this taxation wus sure to destroy the
protective system.
"Many
people,
defied the torrid
weather this morning to come to tao
Senate and hear the opening battle,
over the Income tax amendment.
Buckets of lemonade In the cloak
rooms were often visited by the mem
bers and each was given a palm fan
as he entered.
Senator Brown brought up the income tax question but Aldrich immediately eaid the finance committee
had determined that the main tariff,
bill should be completed before the
amendments were taken up and ho
would move to table any amendment
'
brought up at this time.
All this was but preliminary and
the income tax question was put aside
to enable Mr. Tillman to argue an
amendment on tea lor the purpose of
completing the schedules before tho
Income tax amendment U taken up.
Tilkman lost no time in taking up the
tea schedule and usking a duty of 10
cents a pound, declaring that tnis
would protect the tea growers of
South Carolina, who he said, would
soon be able to furnish enough tea
for America and even ship some. H
declared that there is an enormous
profit in tea now and with a duty
America can grow her own tea.
Dixon suggested a bounty if that
aid ha
was the case, but Tillman
would accept no bounty, even If it
was $1 a pound. He would not be
in such a trap, he said, anl
whole
w anted
protection for the
country and not a bounty for lu
own state.
Tillman's
After oine argument.
amendment providing a duty of ten
cents a pound on tea was defeated b
a vote of S" to 18.
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CAUSED SENSATION

10 CAPITAL

Supreme Court Will Meet Thursday to Assign
Issued In
Taos Valley
Dispute.
Judges-Injunct-

ion

.

JNJAKCE

HALL

The Riders Broke up the Party and
Several Women Fainted
When They Appeared
In Midst of Fes-

tivities.

l.

Here Is the secret of flight shown
graphically by photograph and artists diagram. The Wright brothers
call It "warping." and they fly by
bending the wings of their machine
like a bird's by the wire running
from lever "L" through pulley "P"
to the apex, "A." The diagram below illustrates the "warp."
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ORVILLE WRIOHT WITH ARM-Pl'LOF DRAFTSMAN'S PLANS
IN FRONT OF WORKSHOP
AT
FORT MfER.
L

Wilbur Wright

IS.

GOULD

; reels

a Visitor,

REFUSES

TEACHING

PAYMENT FOR JEWELS
Court Is Asked lo hct A.ile an
der fur Her tKxamiiuitioit in
IVeiu li Case.
New York.
Mrs. Katherin

I'MtEST

A

Or-

I

WASTE OF TIME

'resident of Yal
Says Aiiieriaans
lhm't Want Children to Lomi-ithe Language.
i

June

New Haver.. Conn.. June 29." That
Is no use in trying to teach
Greek to the American youth is practically the decision of President Had-le- y
of Tale in his annual
report
(SifTord
today to ' the directors.
Pint hot presiding at the meeting.
Hadley declared that the best edu-

there

cators In Europe and Ameriea have
declared that the study of Greek
takes more time tn.in it Is worth. He
said the American public does not
care to have its cun taught Greek
and colleges can't I' ;u li things thai
people don't want
NLGROEN LOSING .Kilts
Galveston. Tex. is. ij - 2
That
the w) ite Republicans a ' iJultuilt
infe the party in T xa.- in sji.t" of ,li
outnumbering In.Kgro-;,i"e 10
line Is evidenced by h
lull or
r n.: rrctive retiremem fr in govern rren jositlons i.f all neg- - v
.vi.
hav
More than 100 neg.-teb'-.'serving as deputy marsh. l ii
in
trs'a. revenue collertors.
ni '
'tctors and other oifl rs
inted when their 'eirns
r' h
and it w is said ;hat all the n
r,'
have rei elved notiri that l!i
will i ot be reappinted.
-

-
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NOTICE TO WATER CONSUMERS

IX HON 1)1 R VS.

Orleans, June 29. No confirmation of a pending revolution in
the
from
Honduras is obtainable
American consul. W. A. Brlckwood,
who arrived last night from Puerto
He declined to discuss the
Cortez
situation in Central America. Other
Passengers from there say that while
there is unrest, a revolution Is

GREEK

New

(
(

w

Water will lie turned on uu- - 4
tier lv presMire a I 5::tO o'clock
o'clock and
and lurinil off at
turned oil during I In- - uiglH on
completion of rcNirs.
not leave laucvis open as
in evenf! of lire waK-- r will lie tin- - 4
medially lamed 'hi under full
.
iirexkin-e-

WATER SlPPLY CO.

Santa Fe, N. M., June 29. A mes
Tucumcarl. X. M., Jun
What
sage received by Governor Curry here is
believed to have beea a raid by
today conveyed the information that
all objections to the confirmation of temperance advocates .resulted hut
M. C. Mechem as an associate Justice night in practically wiping out th
of the New Mexico supreme court, liquor business, so far as Tucumcarl
which carries with it also the district is concerned, when a band
of night
Judgeship In one of the seven dis
tricts of the territory, had been with- riders, masked, roda Into town, endrawn and that the appointment of tered two saloons and shot the bar
Mr. Mechem would be confirmed not fixtures to pieces, destroying practiclater than next week.
ally the entire stock of both saloons.
Judge A. W. Cooley reached Raton, The riders then rod
Into a dance ball
N. M., yesterday from Washington
and will visit the capital tomorrow. and broka up the dance.
It is believed that the raid is a reHe will remain here for the convening of the supreme court on Thurs sult of the effort to stamp out th
day, at which time he will be assign- sale of liquor tn Tucumcarl. Tempered to his district
as Judge.
Mr. ance advocates have fceen conducting
J
Cooley is a resident of Silver City a campaign to drive
the liquor sellers)
and came to New Mexico from Wash- from the town and the opposition deington.
veloped by the liquor interests has
M. ('. Mechem, whose appointment caused bitter feeling.
was not confirmed some weeks ago
The band of night riders entered
because of a number of objections, the town quietly last night and took:
withwere
be
to
'possession of the saloons. After they
which later
found
out due foundation, is a resident of had finished the rum' dispensaries
In
is
He
well known
Tucumcarl.
'looked as though a tornado had ' visit- - '
New Mexico and represented his dis- ed them.
The bar fixtures were
trict last winter as a member of the smashed and the liquor In the buildupper house of the legislature where ings was destroyed.
he made an excellent record. He Is
Th band of night riders then rod
considered one of the ablest attor-r- v to the hall where a dance; was In
U1
tn the
be progress.. Their appearance caused u.
outhwest and
obliged to- sacrifice
large prWilce to pauM and several wouin
fainted. ...
accept the honor conferred upon him. The riders made no attempt to molest
anyone in the hall, but contented"
Injiiiuiion Against Manby.
Judge John R. McFie in the dis- themselves with' making a demontemtrict court here today granted a
stration, after which they rode"' out f
porary injunction against A. R. Man-b- y town. The identity of hone of th
and the Taos Valley I.and com- riders is known.
pany restraining them from disposing
of their Interests prior to an account
ing and settlement of the claims of MANILA MAY BE
plaintiffs In a suit, who allege that
they Invested $70,000 In the project,
and assert that the funds were mis
GRIATJAVAL BASE
appropriated and unlawfully manipu
The case has at
lated by Manby.
tracted unusual Interest because of The Secretary of the Navy to Take
the amount involved and the work of
the Mutter t'p for Discussion
the company In the Taos valley.
With Taft,

Washington.
June 2 9. There Is
reason to believe that the Wright
brothers, with their patents, intend
to stop the manufacture and sale of
all flyers that depend on planes.
Curtis, the Hummondsport. N. Y experimenter, Is likely to be the first
to have a fight for his machine under
the Wright patents.
"It's almost time for us to begin
our tight against these fellows." said
Wilbur Wright.
"You don't care so long as he does
not sell the machine, do you?" he
tvas asked.
"WelU J Jiear he is mnWln- - m moy
out ol lj.(b flying
park.-,- "
was-th- e
answer-.- .'
He admitted v he" find not
seen the machine, tiu't had
rn pictures of it, and It has piunes. '
The Wrights were to have mad an
unofficial test of the machine they
will sell to the government yesterday
afternoon and a large crowd gathered
at the Fort Myer drill grounds to
witness the flight.
In
the crowd
were a. number of senators and representatives as well as department
officials and foreign government representatives who Inspected the machine.
After everything
had been made
ready for the flight a strong wind
sprang up and it was decided by the
Wrights that It was too strong to
permit of a flight. They did not want AN AERIAL EXPRESS
to take the rl"k with a new and unTO Itl'.N FROM PARIS.
tried machine, and after reaching
Paris, June 29. In a few months,
this decision the aeroplane was tak- according
to the plans of the Nationen back to the workshop.
al Aerial league, an express service
of dirigible balloons will be inaugurated from Paris In four directions.
The league's airships, If these plans
TAFT TO DECIDE
are carried out, will be operated
s.
from the capital to Fontalnbleau.
Deauvllle and Nancy.
"WHAT IS WHISKY?"
The enterprise is backed by Henry
lieutsch de la Meurthe. the giver of
many prizes for aviation including
President Swelters and Hears Altoe-mc- n that won by Santos Duninnt, when he
Argue With Kxm-i- i
Over
circumnavigated the Eiffel tower, and
I lie Que
Ion.
numerous aeroplane prizes since.
have been ordered.
Five dirigibli-Washington. June 29. In
the of various dimensions, and designed
sweltering heat of the cabinet room, to carry eight to 15 passengers at a
I'riident Taft today eat as Judge and speed of 30 miles an hour. Two hunheard argument
of whisky experts dred feet is the length given for one
and their lawyers on the subject or more of the airshlpB and one has
Is
Whisky?" The entire time already been constructed.
What
previous to the cabinet meeting was
consumed In listening to arguments
on the exception made to the opinion SANTA FE SHOPS
f Solicitor General Bowers, covering
I liases
of the controversy.
CLOSE AT SAN MARCIAl
The "straight whisky" representatives dnectodj their principal arguments against the Bowers contention
Itlut neutral npirits mixed with whisky It Is Said the Company I .aid Off Men
may be sold under the pure food law
'Icnisiarlly Rut .May Mean
as whisky but agreed
that neutral
Removal of Sliow.
spiritM is not whisky.
San Marcial. v. M . June 29 The
announcement thi morning that all
BRANDENBURG
FREE
employes In the Santa Fe shops here
and several train crews had been laid
off. caused a surprise as it was not
FROM LARCENY CHARGE hinted that such action was impending.
The explanation is given that
is only for a few Jays ti
the lay-of- f
Magazine Writer Acquitted in fYiurt cut down the pay roll but as such a
ehort cessation of work will make
or Theft of an Article Signed
it is
but little reduction in expen.-c- s
hy Cleveland.
believed by many that this is the first
step tuward f lie removal of toe shops
New
York.
June 29. - liroughton from this place.
Brandenburg was aeiiuitted today on
the charge of1 grjiid larceny, growing
I I M) SKI LL OF VIZIER.
out of the sale to the New York
29.
Constantinople.
The
June
Times of an article purporting to commander of the gendarmerie of
have been signed by Grover Cleve- Bushikmush in the rear of the Yildiz
land. He was at once rearrested on palace here reports that he has found
the charge of kidnaping a stepson in a cellar where the former sultan's
of James Cabanne in St. Louis.
victims were imprisoned, a box containing a skull supposed to have been
liaby Wins lr1som-rRelease.
that of Midhat Pasha, whose head
Constantinople by
Los Angeles, June 29. 'Because A was brought to
the advent of a baby girl at his Abdul Hamid's order to prove that
been Midhat was really dead. Midhat was
4iome. , James Stephenson Iiuji
released from prison so that he might grand vizier in 187 2 and again in
He was born in Bulgaiia
be with his wile, who caused his ar- - 1876-7and died in Arabia in 1SS4.
st .for failure to provide.

jt

29.
An echo of
Gould's suit for divorce was heard today when an argument was made and Judgment reon
served by Justice Blum-hara
motion to set aside a previous order
for Mrs. Gould's examination before
trial In the suit brought by Cartier
BLACK HAND SUSPECTS
HELD TO GRAND JlltV. a Paris jeweler, to recover $20,875
Could for Jewelry
Cleveland, Ohio, June 29. Ueorge from Howard
to have been purchased
in
and Joseph Nuzzo, local Black Hand claimed
suspects, were bound over to the France by Mrs. Gould.
grand Jury today, waiving preliminPippino Galbo de- EL PASO DOCTOR
ary examination.
manded a hearing and testified that
he was asked to Join the Order of
Hannana by Sam Lima of Marlon.
ACCUSED OF PERJURY
Ohio, who is believed to be the head
of the Black Hand. (Salbo was also
bound over to the federal grand Jury. ItaintirT in
Suit a Year
Ago Must Answer in fourt to
MEXICO TAKES OFF
Clutrge
Lying.
of
THE IITY ON WIIKVT.
"Vancouver, H. C June 29. Owing
Los Aiigclvs, June 29. Dr. Frank
to severe drouth conditions In Mexi- Bell of El 1'aso. who accused A. F.
co, the government of that country Sanger, his wife's brother, and O. P.
has entirely abolished the duty on Widaman, his attorney,
of having
wheat until September 1.1, according shot him, was arrested yesterday on
to advices received here today. This the charge of perjury, growing out of
means that the export of Alberta the case nearly a year ago. Bell Is
grain to Mexico Jhis year will be also churged with having thrown a
large. Resides the wheat shipments deputy constable out of his yacht
from Vancouver, the grain exporters when the latter came to serve an atof Washington will be in the market tachment
His bond was fixed at
with the product of that state.
n.ou'i.

marry.
EIXS
Boston. June 29. Dr. Chir ss V.
Eliot, f irmer president of
.rv&rd,
in a letter replying to the
ifstion.
we
do wit i oj glilr?"
"What shall
propouiided by Samuel Liplnky, a
street tar conductor, sava:
'The list oc cupation for women I'
n
ma tj i'S and bringi-- '
a family,
Ill IU. I. Alts AT CAPITAL.
but other occupations 1.) not Interfere with this ultlmP.c happiest life
Santa Fe. June 'J9. IHui glars last
e
night broke into the grocery store of
ior a healthy woman. After
may H. S. Kaune and the Fischer Drug
the business oc.upoii-have to be abandonej for a term of company and secured considerable
years, and In the .noit fortunate cash and merchandise. Their attempt
cases t is pot resumed, but In many to break open the safe with a chisel
cases it is resumed la'. . h: the was futile. Several houses were
great advantage of thj woman most
for the stolen good.-- and
nearly concerned and
perhaps
of two arrests mj.lt- - today but without
other people d?Pndent up n her.'
l results.
I

A.C00LLY

JUDGE

Ma) or Indicates That All Trouble He Wanted Protection for Indus
tty In South Carolina Bui .'
(las Been Ended as Result
Senate Voted Against
of Conference Held
His Careful
Suggesat His
Plan.
tion

TWO SALOOfiS AT

Objection to Attorney as Band of Temperance AdvoAssociate Justice Has
cates bhot Bar Fixtures
Been Withto Pieces and Dedrawn.
stroyed Liquors

MEASURE IS LOST

10 COME

YEARS

IT
TO BE CONFIRMED

Carmen Go Back to Work Af. He Will Support Amendment
Because It Will Help Deter Conference With
feat the Income
OWcIalsol
Tax.

slovsrs

29-L- icil

NUMBEH 142

WOULD BE REPEALED

OF STRIKE

80

Beam, Cola., Jam
tin!(ht or Wednesday.

NEW MEXICO. TUESDAY. JUNK 29. 1909.
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Washington.. June 29. Following
full discussion hy the general board
of the navy of the question of the establishment ot a 'permanent naval
Secretary
base in the Philippines,
Meyer will soon take up the matter
with President Taft for final decision.
The permanent location. It is believed, rests
between Manila and
Olongapo, other places like Cavit
Corrcgidor
having practically
and
been eliminated. Should Manila finally be decided upon, which is regarded
as quite probable, It is stated that
Olongupo will not be abandoned, but
be utilized for such purposes as it
may be best adapted.
MANIAC TRIES TO KILL
FRIEND 11E RELIEVED IIJ
San Diego, June 29. John Brooks,

a rancher of Lemon Grove, this
morning made a desperate effort to
cut the throat of Charles Miller, also
a Union Grove rancher. Miller was
quite seriously injured, though it la
said that he will recover, as the Jugular vein was not severed. Brooks la
believed to be insane. Following the
affray he was captured, and to th
officers stated that Miller was not
well and that he (Brooks) wanted to
put his friend out of his misery and
"send him over the road."

GREAT TRANSPORTATION'
CENTER IXJR CHICAGO
Chicago, June 29.' The Tribune
Mates today that F. A. Delano, president of the Wabash railroad, has submitted to the city and railway officials plans for a $100,000 transportation center of Chicago. The projeit
comes in connection with the erection
of
tha
of a new- terminal station
western Indiana railroad and contemplates the abandonment of present
pussenger terminals snj tne centralization of many lines in a great structure a half mile south of the present
limits of the business district. No formal action on the plan has been
taken.
-

COOLER WEATHER COMING.
Washington. June 29. Relief Xrom
the intense heat is coming. According to the weather bureau today, it
will b cooler in the middle Atlantic
states tonight and 'Wednesday.
A
general change t cooler Is tn progress in the northeastern states, the
lake region and northwest.
Middle
west and southwest temperature con'
,
tinues high.
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What Is this sinister and mysterious thing to which newspapers at
times ao frequently allude and which the police and the habitues of the
underworld call "the third degree?" Often in the hist few days the
of the Inquisition of Chung Sin, the New York Chinese from whom
the police sought to wring a confession relative to the murder of Elsie
igel, have darkly hinted at what Chung Sin was compelled to undergo In
bis star chamber examination.
ta

He was "given the third degree," the wires said, and then were silent.

That the obdurate witness, who has made three several, varying confessions,
all of which hold truth and none of which Is wholly believed, knew much
ol this now notorious crime was evident in the first instance. Hut his confessions did not suit the police. They wante,i further admissions. They
3cept their captive awake for 50 hours, under a fire of merciless questioning,
threatening, cajoling, promising, terrifying him, until his nerves were a
tangle of quivering irresponsibility.

Then they "gave him the third degree." It Is a well known method of
police procedure.
Under the persuasive urgings of the boot, the rack and the funnel of
tbe torture chambers of the dark ages men have denied everything they
tiad professed, have admitted everything they had denied, have damned
their souls and sacrificed their loved ones. So will they when in our enlightened times "the third degree" is applied. '
"The third degree" has Its uses. Its application may often have dls-- .
covered hidden crime. More often It has created new crimes, has taken
away men's lives through perjured testimony wrung from shrinking and
terrified and helpless arrested men, whqse endurance to tell the truth had
vanished under terrible ordeal.
Administration of "the third degree" Is forbidden by every law we
have, from the Constitution downward. Yet it is administered every day,
somewhere, in some secluded room, by officials whose .first duty I3 to maintain the law.
The above editorial appeared in a recent edition of the St. Louis Times
and Is a very striking comment. Its assertions are correct in every particular, and there appears to be no method by which such brutality can be
prevented. Such a thing is not resorted to by the local police, the only
"Sthhrd degree" being employed by local officers consisting of a severe cross
examination of a prisoner in an effort to force him to reveal desired Information for procuring evidence, recovering stolen property or arresting un
accomplice.
To those unfamiliar with the methods resorted to by the officers in
practically all of the larger cities the following brief extract from a recent
atory In the Saturday Evening Post will convey a slight Idea of what the
third degree" really means, although the Post puts It very mildly:
As a last resort they called in Hixby and Tressler, the two men from the
central office, big, brawny fellows, who were laughable opposites to the popular conception of a sleuth, their tartics being always and only to bully a
aspect, whether guilty or not, into admission.
Bixby was the man who now took the Initiative in the delicate cross
examining of Kelsey.
"Look here, Kelsey," he hoarsely rapped out. "We got the goods on
yon, and this thing's gone far enough. We know you leaked, but we want
to know how you leaked. My partner and I have been tracing you, and we
know all about you. We know your record. Now. give up."
Kelsey turned with flaming eyes to this new exasperation.
"Where do you get In on this?" he demanded.
," interposed Tressler. call- "We'll show you where we get in, you
Ins; Kelsey a name so viciously foul that it brought the little Irlshmun to
fcis feet with frothing lips.
Just as he was about to make a lunge, Bixby, ready and anxious for
Just auch a demonstration, grabbed him from behind, pinioning his arms, and
forced him struggling back into his seat.
"Let me loose!" shrieked Kelst y. "1 won't stand a name like that from
- any
man on earth!"
"You won't?" and Bixby culled him a worse one. If possible.
With a cry of positive agony, Kelsey struggled to turn upon this new
tormentor, and Tressler, as an Ingenious distraction, heaped upon him a new,
unbearable insult. The admirable intention of all this merciless baiting
to frenzy Kelsey so that he would, in defiance, confess vhat he had done,
and with alternate Insult and Innuendo they played upon him until tears
stood in his eyes, and he was a shrieking, stibblrg fury. Hut still to every
question put to him by Hanworthy, who sat entirely unmoved though Milund
let, grasping his chair arms until his muscles ached, was white-face- d
Sick Kelsey returned the same stubborn denials.
No, he had not told. No, and no, and no again.
At last, finding these tactics unavailing, Tressler tried another one of
the gentle means of the third degree. Standing squarely In fmrd of Kelsey,
bo was still held back In his chair by Bixby, he said with a dangerous

vu

.flitter:

"Row. this Is your last eh nee. Keley. Are you going to confess?"
"No!" shrieked Kelm y.
"Then take that!" and with his tremendous fist Tressler struck Kelsey a
etunnlng blow on the check that marly broke his Jawbone, and that toppled
tint off his chair to the floor.
An exclamation of horror broke from Millet, but Hanworthy sat

V

d.

Mi'let jumped up and interposed hims. !f between them, but Tressler, with a brawny hand, thrust him back.
"We'll get to this n'w or we'll kill him! Kelsey did you leak?"
Kelsey rising slowly to a sitting postion on the floor, limn and weak
arid bidding his hand to his h ek. was dumb until Hanw orthy repeated
the question: then with deadly quietness he mu't- red: "Yes "
"I told you so!" triumphed bixby, panting.
We might try Mooting Christianity Into the Chine,. It was attempted
successful, on the
tiy England in India, and while It was rot ten
mir niin wmii.n as
ther hana, it Is much belt-- th;n th, destruction
per Kigel ease in New York city.
-

r

Look at the list of hei.t pn.strat ,otis
glad you live in .New Mexico where it n.
cheerfully wiar ut the w.uth.r man.
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State of Ohio. C'.'.y of To'edo, Luca
County, ss:
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
Co., doing business In
J. Cheney
tho city of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each am! every cse of
catarrh that cannot be curd by tke
use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to befo'i
ed in my presence
Dec. mbi r, A. D. 1 S
A
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W. GLEASON.

Notary Public.
InMail's Catarrh Cure Is taken
ternally, and acts directly on the
of tne
b! id snd mucous surfaces
i:d for testimonials, free.
4,.Mi
F. J. CHENEY A CO..
Toledo Ohio.
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Wm. BALFOUR,

Y'ourOF Selection
BANK
help to your every day business.
This bank has a successful record of safe, conservative banking from the day of its organization.

ACCOUNT N. K. A.
4.
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HK.HT In every

$250,000

Is important not only for the present, but
also for the years to come.
The right bank connection will be a material
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HE (IT Ills HAUL
Sec
According to anivals tode.y from
Tombstone, the staid eld county seat
'I'll, forest service is planning ex-i i i h i:
of Cochise county riclved a severe
t.iiHtv.
termine the relation
A Simiitaii
ir thinks "Dearies" slunk yeMculay when it awakened peritnelits to
i:
song ever to tind that its venerable thief execu- o lorests to stream flow. Although
"the most beautiful
There tive. Mayor Went worth, had caused observations have already been made
Hies? her heart!
written.'"
are n whole lot of us who wish we his Mowing while Picks which hung by the forest service along this line.
wen
outhfiil and buoyant enough down over his should rs to be cut i t tin y have i,een very general in
to think so. too! Ulobe Silver lb It. off.
.Mayor
Wintwoith. who Is well (liaractiT, which has allowed only
IOII ITS ENEMIES.
known in Tucson, has been one of the drawing of tentative ooncluioiw.
A circus man deciaris the "honk, tile most uiihiuc
persons in the town In order to secure r' liaole data upon
honk'' of the automobile horn has ot Tombstone.
lie is one of the such a vital subject, it is necessary
become so familiar that children are pioneers in the territory and has a to select permanent s4tes adaptable to
stream-floexperiments,
longer int' i' ti d In the
that th''
wide acquaintance.
J steam ealiope, liy and by, mayhap, j
that In observations may be extended over a
He made a wager in
we shall love the automobile for the the i Vint that
Jennings number of years. Two watersheds
William
nemies it has niaili. (llobe Silver liryan wn not elected to the pres- will be chosen in the different forests
Belt.
idency he would allow his hair to in this state, having an area of not
grow until such time as the Nehras-ka- n more than 2n acres preferably, one
of them to be covered with dense forshould finally win the chief
smiiM.
roit yesterday
est und the other entirely devoid of
after-- n
of the country.
The rainbow late
As nil know, the ureat Commoner forest growth, or only sparsely wood'on may have bt en the sailors'
a not the de- ' fell many votes shy of being elected ed. The two watersheds will have a
but it certainly
Wentworth, rugged topography, the slopes at an
Mayor
light of the dry farmers of San Mig- president and
thirty-fuel eourty, particularly in these im- true to his word, let his hair grow angle ranging between fifty and
degrees, and rocky or clayey
mediate parts where but little rain and In a short time long white locks ive
soils rather than deep sandy loam.
has fallen yet this season. Las Veg- hung down upon his shoulders.
With the big sombrero which he The area chowen will be as near toas optic.
always wore, Mayor Wentworth pre- gether u possible, and In no case
Capita! and
sented a most striking picture and more than eight miles apart. Near
reason roit JOY.
of each stream
mouth
whlcn
been
jthe
bad
one
on
occasion
more
than
opined
certainly
Did Jove Pluvius
drains the tw o watersheds it is planup his heart last Thursday evening mistaken for Buffalo Bill. '
to build small dams, with sluices,
ned
Wentworth
Mayor
why
Just
county
general
a
Quay
when he gave
at which the stream flow will be
to
suddenly
decided
should
have
shower, which lasted for three hours
Instru-'menthave his hair cut hi-- not been satis- measured by
and measured one and
On each watershed there will
Is
All
explained.
that
factorily
inches. This was the first hard rain
be established ordinary rain gauges
of the week, though there were one known Is that the chief executive of at the lowest,
.NTEREST
ALLOWED
ON
SAVINGS
Intermediate and highlocks
white
DEPOSITS
his
lost
has
Tombstone
or two light showers during the first
est
points,
one
and
striking
rain
automatic
most
him
the
made
which
days.
Tucumcari News.
gauge.
w ithin
The springs
ea .li
personage
Tombstone. Tucson
in
watershed will be located and numCitizen.
A CAPITAL ori'ENsE.
bered. Within the low course of th"
full bronze turThe big
streams there will
be constructed
key gobbler. Jumbo, owned by Kill-to- r
wooden sluice boxes for catching and
Jones, died from poison last Satlb tormining the umount of sediment
in Surgery
WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES
urday night. A good reward will be
carried by them. A number of borgiven for evidence that will convict
ings will be made at various points
the guilty party. Our "detective" has
within the watersheds to determine
positive Information of the man w ho
the fluctuations of the ground waago.
poisoned the dog. s sometime
measurements
In a recent account of the progress ter, and evaporation
but be has proved up and left the
be taken. An effort will be made I"
past fifteen will
country. I'nlon County Herald.
in surgery during the
in conducting these experiments to
OP "VLliDQDERQDE. N- - M.
years, a noted Ann rican surgeon, lr. account for every drop of wuter that
TWAIN'S ADVICE GOOD.
Extends t9 Per5iters Every Proper Accommodation
In view of the fact that Katherlne W. W. Keen, points out that the re- falls on the watersheds, so thut defiClemmons Oould merely required a markable success achieved has been nite data for comparison should bj
&iJ Solicits New Accounts
quart of Manhattan cocktails n day ilue chiefly to experimental researc'.l, obtained, within a comparatively few
Hulli-tiyear.?.
of
Forest
Service.
to keep from precipitating herself on In ordinary language, this somewhc.t
the acqua pura vehicle, together with
cats,
means
professional
phrase
that
some of her other peculiarities. Mark
Twain's advice to the girls' graduat- guinea pigs und rabnits are used t J
ing class. "Don't smoke to excess; test the theories of medical investiSultan Kept His Word
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
don't drink to excess; don't marry gators, and that the success or failto excess," does not sound so absurdure nttending the experiments forms
SOLOMON LUNA, President
ly out of place. Coconino Sun.
the basis for the subsequent treatW
S.
STRICKLER,
Vice President and Cashlei
ment of the maladies of mankind.
The threshold of the harem has ocA NEW
ItAILItOAB.
surgical
In
modern
Foremost
W.
JOHNSON,
J.
Assistant Cashier
The civil engineering corps of the achievements Dr. Keen places opera- casionally been crossed clandestinely,
William Mcintosh,
proposed Mountain Valley & Plains tions involving the heart and arterieB. et, save those in rare cases where a
J. C. Baldridee.
Turkish family, having adopted the
railway,
Captain The year 1897 marked the first
Chief Engineer
A. M. Elackwe 1,
o.
E. Cromwell.
of
the Europeans, admitu
Conlen in charge, which road Is to be
attempt to sew up the heart; conventions
its
intimate friends, no wtrunger has
N. M.,
built from Cimarron,
the since then there have been 114 simopenly and officially been permitted
Outhrie, ilar operations, with sixty-fou- r
terminus,
to
westward
reto
visit the gynecaeum of tho Turk.
Okla., pitched their tents In this city coveries.
In
the treatments of
last Suturday and have been running wounds jf the arteries the old meth- The one exception to this ironclad
lines and making estimates as to the od of tying up the urtery above and rule, strange to say, occurred In the
most available and practical
route hi low the wound commonly led to palace of a sultan.
It wa.s in the year 1S97, when tho
through town. Amistad Tribune.
gangrene In the limb, from which the
British government, attempting
to
blood supply was cut off. This disWAS ABSENT MINDED.
ccerce the Sublime Porte Into a coalastrous sequence has been almost
That an absent winded professor
ordered tho
eliminated In recent times by ition against Napoleon,
ifturtied home the other evening, the adoption
of methods following the sultan. Selim 111, to surrender his
ringing
bell
and after
his front door
outcome of numberless experiments fleet. This Selim refused to do, and
for some time to no effect, heard the on
the English fleet sailed through tho
animals.
voice
story
Meat-whilmaid's
from the second
manner, according to Dv. Dardanelles into Propontis.
like
In
is
not In." Keen,
window: "The professor
Sebastian!,
Oeneral
the
French
blood,
of
transfusion
direct
the
"All right." the
professor
quietly
transplanting of healthy bone In embassador, assisted the sultan In
answered. "I'll call again." And he the
place
of diseased portions, the organizing the defense of Constantithe
hobbled down the
stone steps.
curt of goitre, and the marked suc- nople, and did it so admirably that
Amistad Tribune.
cess that hiv followed the use of the British fleet retired without firing
The handiest of all vehicles. Comfortable and roomy. Just
Accordingly, the Budlsha'.i
in diphtheria, hydrophobia and a shot.
HAD THREE NAItBOW
ESCAPES. scrum
right for one horse. Smart in style and ea.sy to buy.
to
told
him
choose
his
The
cerebro-spinareward.
In
meningitis
human
l
L. I' Mankln,
u carpenter on
general, a thorough Frenchman, askA vehicle that for
use has no equal.
We are
Campbell's
gang, escaped beings Ls due to the long series ('
bridge
creation in ed permission to visit his majesty's
showing
many new styles fresh from the factory.
death by a very narrow margin last experiments on the dumbsurgeon.
harem.
The
of
the
Monday.
The bridge gang was tak- the laboratories
Our harness and horse goods department is another atSelim, bound by his word, granted
in
en to work on one of the
large cure of many Infectious diseases
traction from the stindpoint of completeness.
animal.-themselves has been discov- this unprecedented favor, and invitbridges on the Dawson and when the
ed him to witness the review of the
way.
Call any time; you will pay less for goods here than
train stopped. Mankin ml sscd his ered in the same
Here is a strong defense of vivisec- sultanas. As the latter, the most beaustep and fell from the top of the
east,
women
blushof
tiful
the
with
one
considering
justness
its
train, through the bridge, lighting on tion. In
docs not need to villify the wielder of ing cheeks and modest .eyes, passed
a barbed wire fence 20 feet below.
the scalpel, nor sneer at the senti- one by one before them, the sultan
Tucumcari News.
It 's said: "Whoever of them all you llnj
ment of the
hardly conceivable that men who de- fairest is yours." Sebastian!, delight- I
(Hit RAPID (.ItOWTH.
Imperial 1
ed. Indicated one of the
Corner First Street and Tiieras Ave.
Among the new towns in I'nlon vote all their efforts to the amelioracounty, New Mexico, which do not tion of suffering would ruthlessly In- odalisques, a (Jeorglan of divine beauty,
eyes.
deep
black
with
test
appear on any map yet published, flict pain on any creature. The
The next morning a procession of
of their devotion hae been evident by
are Cnmo. Ohio Flats, Hayden.
black slaves appeared at the embasFairview, Thomas, Clapham, the fact that in cases where experi- sy,
bringing with them a magnificent
ments on anlnialB were futile, they
Rashful Flats. Centerville and Plain-viecasket. Raising the lid thereof. Seba-tlaNew
The way
is have Jeopardized their own lives In
Mexico
beheld, lying upon the purple
growing, it will be necessary to re- the pursuit of healing knowledge. The
beautiful
vise the maps every 30 days to keep words on Iizear's tablet he who of- cushion, the head of the
them anyways uptodate. F.l Paso fered himself willingly to the yellow girl he had chox n. By Its side lay a
fever tests in Cuba commemorate letter from the Khalifa, which read
Herald.
as follows:
n
this truth, "With more than the
"Though our law forbids that a
age and d
of the soldier he
I'Olt HOMESTEADERS.
Now that public land is getting risked and lost his life to how how woman of Islam be given to a Chrisscarce and eagerly sought for, the a fearful pestilence is communicated, tian, yet thou shalt have at least the
general land iMce is gradually in- and how it. ravage! ! may be prevent- - consolation that none other shall
poss.s her whom thou hast prefercreasing the lequlrcments demanded ed."
of a settler in making settlement and
Grunting the necessity for these red." N. c. Adossideji in the Derifinal proof upon his homestead. Th. experiments, the friends of the ani vator.
form for final proof changed July 1 mals may till fin.l many opportuni-e- .
from a miller who needed money
and the claimant and his witnesses tl
f r th
rcise of their protec-T- o we have just
Is.uglit Ml, (100 lbs. of
will have to give In three times as tlve cure
them and to the
best Native White llran, which we
much testimony as required of them tors may b,
the full ten- will
sell at SI HO ier liiiiuli'ed lbs. A
now.
All homesteaders should take or of tin
ia). let from 'The Ancient bargain. E.
. Fee, 212 W. Lead aio.
special notice of this and look up the Mariner":
Phone tti
He pray, th well who loveth well
Hoth man nd bird and beast.
Washington Post.
time-hono-
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DID IT

March 29, 1909.
Territory of New Mexico, Office of the Secretary.
Fnbllo notice Is hereby given that in compliance with section 9 of
legisCouncil anbstltute for Houre bill No. 213 of the Thirty-eight- h
lative aeeembly, approved March 17, 1909, requiring the Secretary of
Mexico, The
the Territory to designate an official newspaper of New newspaper
of
Albaqaerque Cltlien Is hereby designated as such offlela)
NATHAN JAFFA.
New Mexico. (Signed)
Secretary of New Mexico.
(Seal)
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Effect of Forests
Upon Stream Flow

radical and calls for much more sub- County
stnntial testimony
I'nlon
Herald.
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LARGEST, GREATEST AND GRANDEST IN THE HISTORY OF THE ENTIRE SOUTHWEST
The management has arranged one of the most complete list of attractions ever offered, including exhibits of the Natural Resources of New Mexico, its vast Mineral, Agricultural and Horticultural Wealth,
which standing alone form a complete education and are worth journeying far to see.

PRESIDENT WILLIAM H. TAFT

the guest of the City of Albuquerque during the great exposition, and at which time the inventor of
one of the most successful airships ever constructed will make official tests around Albuquerque.
Will be

will be offered for
amateur baseball, a series of games have
been arranged which will decide the
championship of the Great Southwest.

Amusements GaloreMarathon Races,
Fireworks and all kinds of amusements

$1,500 in prizes

Albuquerque now being in the official
racing circuit, the visitors will witness
the best race horses in the country con
testing for purses amounting to $6,500.

Ample Hotel and Restaurant Accom-

modations will be provided, and the secretary will gladly make reservations for
those who request him to do so.

both old and new will be provided for
entertaining and amusing the visitors.

ii,

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, OCTOBER

12, 13,

U,

15 AND 16, J 909
Mi

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, ENTRY BLANKS, ETC., ADDRESS THE SECRETARY

Pres.

W. S. TIGHT,

onds. This record has been presented to the Intercollegiate record com-

IS THE GREATEST
OF ATHLETIC
MEETS
Western Amateurs Will compete Wltn tasterners
at Seattle In
August.

Irioh-Americ-

Irish-Americ-

JStutU-- .
June 29. For the first
time in the history of American athletics, the beat track men of the
neft will compete on a western field
the east. In the great American Amateur Athletic union track
meet at the stadium of the Alaska
Yukon-Pacifi- c,
exposition, Friday and
Saturday, August 12 and 13.
Although western athleti huvc of
ten made good in the east, no strictly
western team has ever competed successfully against the eastern stars.
It hu.- - been complained that this Is
on account of the fact that few western men have been entered in tho
eastern mecm and because of th'.'
Chang, of conditions.
the records that have be n
made in Iacific coast athletics in th
years, this should be one af
past
the gleatest track meets in the history
of the country. Against the experience and number which the east has
at its command, the western athleten
will have an offset the fact that the
meet is held on a western field and
amid familiar conditions.
Intense interest over the. outcome
d this meet has been exhibited all
over t lie- Pacific coast. The records
thai have been made on western
tracks have alwa) been held in
daubt hv the critics of the east. Tnis
ni' et will decide whether or not thi
vi .stein track men are the equals of
those from the east.
Th
entries for the meet will
many of the most prominent
ailil. te. in the I'nited States. Piae-tualnil of the college stars of the
luis- - eastern colleges will compel
a nil many of the men w ho achieved
fain, in the Olympic games at Lon-lio- n
will also be seen.
From the west there will be a
The men wil.
larm representation.
torn,- Irom all pari of the Pacific
n. aily all of the athletic clubs
..i.-- t.
liavnm signified their intention to enter teams. The list of contestants will
Include many western college
Huston of Oregon and Nelson
Kiais.
statu college are
of
.pt inters whi are counted on to
make a good showing. Huston ban
un th.- hundred yard dash in 9 5
seconds and Nelson Is credited with
the world's record time of 9 5 sec
l)

-

Wa.-h'ngt-

mittee, but the matter has not been
settled.
Forest Smithson, the world's champion hurdler, who won his events
handily In the Liondon Olympic games
Is counted on to win the hurdles for
the west. Gerhardt of the Olympic
club will be a prominent figure In the
Yale
dashes. Gilbert, the former
star in the pole vault, who tied for
the first place in the .London games,
will also add to the strength of tne
western team. Both Smlthson and
Gilbert will enter with the Multnomah
club team of Portland, Oregon.
The track at the. stadium of the
exposition is one of the fastest on the
coast and it Is being constantly worked to put it in condition for ths-- great
meet.
flub Kilters.
Athletic club
The
of New York, which made such a
in the Olympic
wonderful clean-u- p
games at London, will enter a team
ot Its best men.
This la the substance of a notice
that has been received by William
Inglie, director of athletics at the exposition, fiom J. K. Sullvan. president of the A. A. i:. The
club has entered heartily into
the spirit of tlie meet, according to
Mr. Sullivan. The contest is the nrsi
great track met that the west nas
ever held.
Just what men will be sent by the
club has not been definitely settled
From advices received by Mr. lnglis,
the
the list will include practically
vic
enure number of
tors in the Olympic games at London.
Sheridan, the greatest
athlete in the world, and a veteran
il both the Athens and the London
game, will lie seen tor the nrsi time
He is counted on by his
in the west
i luh to w in in several of the events
defiIt Is not yet oei-of the meet
nitely settled whether Shepard. the
distance runn-- r
great
After his
will be able to compete.
his
Victorian at the Iindin games.
physicians predicted that he would
never be able to run again on account of a heart affection.
athletes
The list of
will also include several of the famous weight men of the club. They
Irish-Americ-

all-rou-

Irish-Americ-

1

will be contested against a number
ol the best men In the country, including the famous Kalph Itose of
the Olympic Club of San Francisco,
who holds the record for the shot put.
V. M. .'. A. Teams Knter.
.For the flnst time in the history
of American athletics, the teams of
the Young Men's Christian associa-

JOHM IS.

woolen Industry and the leather in- of the smaller corporations are pracdustry Hie also exceptionally active, tically private concerns. To compel
very large orders having been placed them to file sworn statements of their
business to the government with the
in these markets.
Our cotton goods chance of their contents leaking
markets Hi'e well sold up nt'd have through bribery to rivals puts Into
hail their full share of the late re- the law u most objectionable form-o- f
covery. While dullness exists In a government espionage.
The small
few sections, trade and industry as a concern cannot afford to let Its busiwhole
tion organizations from all parts of
have shown a remarkably ness secrets come to the knowledge
the I'nited States w ill contest suprem
iumu ieeiieiy lioin llle iHie panic of a rival. It is to be hoped that this
acy In one huge track and field meet,
mid are In as satisfactory a condition proposal will be defeated: In fact, It
v filch will he held at the Stadium of
las could be reasonably expected. The Is doubtful if so astute a politician aa
exposition
crop outlook Is now the controlling Senator Aldrich really expects Its
the
1Vik adoption.
i im.eu I inni
Friday and Saturday, July 23 and 21.
factor ill hiiHtlieu
It seems more than likely
For years it has been an endeavor
winter wheat crop is now turning out that this measure has been Introof the A. L. N. A., us the National
better than expected and final yield duced to secure the passage of other
League of North America associations There Is Derided Uplift in All may not be as short as at one time measures, which by such methods
is familiarly known, to bring about
lea red. The corn crop is also doing can be more easily worked In as an
such a meet. Owing to the size of
well, and with present large acreage alternative.
Lines and the Crops
The most desirable form
efthe undertaking, however, these
should give us a yield of about
of taxation would be to Impose a
forts have failed to materialize. The
stamp tax. This Is not difficult to
bushels. The latest
Promise Big
A. Y. P. K. meet has for this reason,
report places the farm val- - collect, would
not necessitate the
been received with the greatest enYield.
ue of corn on June
at "6 cents. A creation of further elaborate governyear ago the farm value was 73 ment machinery, could not be evaded
thusiasm by the associations of the
country.
i ents
and on December 1, ls(18. It and would fall so lightly and graduG. J. Fisher, secretary of the New
New York. June 29. Toward the fell to the lowest point during the ally upon business concerns
as to
ork association, has written to Win. close of the week the market was!year. which was 60 certs.
If the cause slight objections.
.V. lnglis, director of athletics at the
American farmer realizes only an
The market outlook is still someexposition, that New York will oe largely dominated by movements of average of GO cents for the next crop, what confused. Values are high and
and the Harrimau stocks, and uncertain- we should have the creation of
well represented. Philadelphia
no new buying element
of conseBuffalo have also signified their in- ty as to the meaning ef these flucof new wealth, which is quence Is at present In sight. We
tention to semi teams. By the time tuations tended to lessen general ac- more than any other two crops com- look for an irregular market until
o: t In- meet it is estimated that most tivity. Apart from this factor there bined.
The probability, however. Is
the Independence holidays, and
of the was h.tie change in the general out- that he will get better returns than after
of the hugcr associations
during the Interval we would advise
euuntiy will liai.' filtered representa- look. The techniial situation of the .10 i ents. for the reason that nearly the taking of profits On all good raltives.
market Mill shows doubtful stability. all food
products are relatively lies and buying only on pronounced
Without exception the associations lit being; well understood tln.t large scanv and high in price. a fact recessions. July disbursements
will
of the Pacific coast will be reprc-g- t holders of securities havp been takwhich must have some hearing up- aggregate about
Call
$300,000,000.
nted at the meet. San Francisco ing ihe handsome profits accrued to on the consumption sud price of money continues abundant, but long
and the California contingent are en- them o" the lute rise
I'tilil the corn. I'ntil recently the cotton crop date time money may gradually
uring heartily into the spirit of the market has. then-forereached a has been doiig well, but lately the harden.
meet.
Denver and Spokane will both level at which these panics an will- reports of damage from too much
Those who have been buying the
be represented by large teams.
ing In bii ha' k .r.eli o'd st ks. it lain have been more numerous. We
Tin list of entries for the contest is evident it will be lacking in their thus have favorable agricultural, in- steel shares with the Idea of "their
listed on the Paris bourse are
will include many of the best atii-- . very
necessary support.
outlooks, being
Security dustrial and commercial
Ho 'much
likely to he disappointed.
In some of th- - values are ex
tc of the countiy.
d.ngly high. many of yvhile the slock market appears to opposition
has developed from the
events it - estimau d that record the better securities having risen to have amply, if nt overdlscounted.
politicians, steel manufacturers, etc.,
. edil
tune will have to be made to win.
a point where ret ii ns are
Hose favorable elements. Blul hence that the authorities will not find it
The tia'k at the exposition stad- ly small. The main support
w ith
f tipis not working ir
sympathy
easy to resist It; besides If the ap-- j
ium is on,, of the fastest on the coast. stock niaiket just now is the ahim-danc- e Iheltl.
plication to put the stock on the
I; is being
worked prepar-iii'- i'
money
As
cheapness,
of
and
Current discussions n Washington bourse when the price, some months
v for the meet.
soon us interest tales begin to hard- in regard to tin- tariff and the raising ago,
was In the 30s. Instead of now,
en, which Is lol iinlikeK
wi'h the i'f revenue me anvtliiiig but pleasing. (above 63. the application probably
It Is not wnai you pay for advertis- approach
lancv The tariff outlook Is us confused as j would have had better chances of
PAYS priced (stocksof willtl.eseemharvest.
what advertising
ing but
less altrH'tiV"
ver. and efforts to revise the sched- success; but the difference In price
1TOU. that makes It
valuable. Our
It
u
of sustaining valand the d.fti.
of downward between, say 30 ami t5.
ules upward Instead
makes a
atei are lowmt for equal service.
may
In
high
ues at pres lit
levels
matter of vastly different proposition to deal
make Ho- final outcome
a
uirniemi-No one can with
continued uncertainly
lu our huslur. considers b'y
The rapid
busi.i,
v.t foretell what will be the outcome
mm c
OuUoide of th- la due to giMKl work ami fair treat
of the struggle which must yet tak
Women Who .re lMivle4l.
uieui of our patrons, tiubbe Laandr) ness condition show furl id
;neral trade is quite place In the conference committee
nt
Those attractive women who are
the before the bill go.s to Preaidert lovely In face, form and temper are
active. as is demonstrate!.
heavv clearing bouse
The proposul of the envy of many, who might be like
for signature.
rdur i and'T.ift
ontiiit.c(i lio.-- a! gains n ail.oi l the administration to place a tax
them. A weak, sickly woman will be
our r; Ii oi. ds e now do- - on the net iniomc of corporations Is nervous and irritable, constipation
earnings
well
ing
tneir large sure to stir up very serious npposl-sn- d or Kidney poisons show In pimples,
exi ept ion il
more ijOI,
Htes
if its purpose is to secure. blotches, skin eruptions and a w retchan ii'gs. le tt r
P'acing greater control over big corporations. ed complexion. For all such, Elecnt. 'lagelllel.t
economical
thern In a mile h more i .eii'forta ble it will accomplish Ml!, in that direc- tric bitters woik wonder. They reg- they
have tion.
So far as large corporations ulate stomach, liver and kidneys, pu- financial posit. "i than
I 'I
l o'
are con.eined. their affairs are now riry tne biooa; give strong nerves,
been for sev ra yea S
open to the bright eyes, pure health, smooth,
i are now already comparatively
(luenee railroad
putting ii to eft'it mail) improve- public. The i i. minus and profits of velcety akin, lovely complexion. Many
which had our railroads and of the big Indus-trial- s charming women owe their health
ments and extensions
are now spr. oil before the ryes and beauty to them. 50c at all
been previously deferred for ttrapiial
reasons. Heavy order
liav h n of the world: but there is H vas!
placed for rail- - iars and stile tural i.umber of vma'l corporations who
by this form
will be h'liously
material, the result being thai
CITIZEN
The old system of coiron itidiisiij of the rounlry is of taxation.
WANT ADS
per cent partnership has almost entirely Riven
now employed to aVitit
SUING R I9UITI.
prodway to the limited liability coinpai y.
o
of Its capacity for fabricated
ucts, ard this in spite of the In- It is impossible to ascertain the numSTAGS TO JKMEB LEA TO
l
1
creased capacity arising from uie of ber of these, but they must be ex- WK2TT OOVD EVERY MORNING
O'CLOCK.
the Gary and oilier ne plants The ceedingly numerous. The great bulk
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TEAMS

TIIKY
AUG
PLAYING
THIS AlTKllNOON.

America ii League.
ut Chicago.
Cleveland at Detroit.
Wahlngton at New York.
Philadelphia at Uoston.

St. Louis

National League,
Boston at Philadelphia.
New York at Brooklyn.
Western league.
JJncoln at Wichita.
.Sioux City at Topeka.
Des Moines at Denver.
Omaha at Pueblo.

1

-

.

HOW THEY STAND.

American League.
Won. LoaU Pet.

Detroit . . .
Boston . . .
Philadelphia
Cleveland . .
New York .
Chicago . .
Washington
St. Louie . .

J

I

-

--

7T

.683
.&

.524
.474

.4i

SI
S7
39

.351
.35V

14

.754

National League.
Won.

Pittsburg

43
37
31
31

Chicago
New York
Cincinnati
Philadelphia
St. Louis
Brooklyn

2S

Boston

.6 a

21
22
29
30
34

24
20
Ij

.585
.511

.44
.414
.357
.261

3

41

Western League.

g-

-

20
25
25
28
30

42
35
33
31
27
26
20
21

Won.
Sioux

City

Wichita
Omaha
Topeka
Denver

32
33
31
28
2S

Des

2

Moines

Puebli
Lincoln

.5-J-

.589
.544
.538
.51 J

23
26
24
26
29
35
36

21
19

.&''
.375
.345

-

MUX DAY

Im-rea-

I

i

American Ijeague.
6; Washington, 5.
Detroit. 2; Chicago, 1.
St. Louis, 6; Cleveland, 0.
Philadelphia,
New York.
Boston.

I

mm

The most healthful and nourishing food.

It is appetizing and easy of digestion.

I.

National league.
Pittsburg 3: Cincinnati. 2.
Philadelphia. 0, Boston, 3.

y

WHEAT FLAKE

iAMKK.

Lincoln.
Denver.
Topeka.
Wichita.

I

Western lifague.
6; Pueblo.
6,
7.

City.

4

lies Moines,
Omaha. 3

2

Sioux

American Association.
City, '.; Louisville. 0.
Minneapolis. 5; Toledo, 1.
Si. Paul, 0; Columbus, 2.
Milwaukee. 4; Indianapolw, g.
Kan-a- s

,rr.-cte,-

See I. H. Oox, uu
den dom. . All grmle

t

ptumMr, for
and prion, frota

to $!. Garden hoae repairing.
nv
ct Central. Ptoeii KM.
5

fM

ua roam.

AtBTTQTTRTTOrT' rTTTZEN.
during fail to the amount of $300,
that fair association be allowed
tlifHnv- privileges under supervision
if chief (if lire department and Chief
of police, a
heretofore
been
ha
FOR THE CHINESE
granted tn other territorial fair..
t.
Carried: Aldermen Hanley,
Conroy
Cm 11,
Heaven. A ii
i iKl
Leartiard voting "yes."
stating
Fire committee
r ported,
tluit It would be mccssary to pur- chase a sliding pole and necessary
,19.
"(Juit tlitlngs fur door for lo w quartern for
l'i kin. China, June
approx- t'.re department.
to
stringing me."
It is generally oonci ded here ,hHt imately $130.
that will be thr nnnwpr, translated on Moved by Aid mian Hanley,
Jed by Aid rman Learnard,
master
freely, that Yuan Shlh-Ka- i,
"r "re department be autnor-yellomilitary mind of Chin nml the real i''""'1
peril of the existing dynasty iiM (1 l" purchase the m iwiiry ratings
doom and a sliding pole that are
1
will make In acknowledging the
for fire
for new quarter
to him of the rnuir
potud presentation
"enlrlcn cord " wblrh. in China. Is the o.panmem. anu to use ucsi juug
rr.ent In buying them and to spend
Imperial death warrant.
more than $1
not
to
Is
order
an
"golden
cord"
The
I
Ncu- Carried: Alderman Hartley,
the recipient to kill himself and the
Conroy
Corn,
Heaven,
Auge.
atadt,
Is
Indicated
time net for the suicide
by the length of the cord. The cord and l arnard voting "yes."
In consideration of the statement
reported to have been sent to Yuan
Shl-Kby the prince regent grants made by Mr. (Jilleinvater. president
flf. tho
.... U'uiaf Um.t.lv ffimtmnv.. that
him three months of life.
Is willing to lay main from
It Is confidently predicted hy those company
Intersection of West Central avenue
best acquainted with Yuan Shlh-K!n intersection
'.ml 1vth ,fiol
Dacrien ny ni iojmi jb.uu" unm-- .
mat.
West Central avenue and Seventn
a A llftHUiiB mnn
.... hi rnvnl
till
mini, ...a
main, thence
master to withdraw his request or street, onwith a
Heventii street to Coal ave
there will be happenings In Pekln south
main, thenct east
which may result in the necessity of nue with a
up
a new prince regent and me rest oi on Coal avenue to connect or tieNew
with Coal Ae. main, also from
the royal deck.
street
While the message of the "golden York avenue on North Third
h
a
cord" has carried death to the homes to Mountainon road with road
from
Mountain
of hundreds of Chlnen? nobility and main and
to
a recipient has never yet failed to Firstupstreet to Fourth street and
titand connect North Second
street. North Third street and North
Fourth street lines witn an eight- inch main irrespective of the amount
of revenue to be derived therefrom,
except the rent to be derived from
hydiant rental. It was moved by Alderman Heaven, seconded by Alderman Conroy, that said mains be ordered, and that Water company be
directed to install same and that locations of fire hydrants be designated
lire chief and city engineer.
t.
Carried: Aldermen Hanley,
Heaven, Auge, Coen, Conroy
and Learnard voting "yes."
Itond of J. .S. P.owdish us cement
contractor, in the .sum of $1,000, witn
W. U Mawkin.s, Hugh J. Trotter and
Wm. Howdisn as sureties, was again
prieenhd, the sureties having

CORD HAS NO TERRORS

AMUSEMENTS

IL

TTFfcDAY,

JVNE

2,

10.

tnc)

Neu-rdad-

NAPOLEON

Crystal Theatre

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF

nl

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
At Albuquerque, in the iTerritory of New Mexico,
at the Close of Business, June 23, 1909.

re-,'"-

Every Lady Attending

.

Ouf matinee on Wednesday Next will receive
a souvenir, and every matinee a ticket will be
given for a special prize on Wednesday

.,

........

a.t

V,

l

10-in-

Matinee Every Day at 2:45; All Seats 10c
Evenings 7:15, 8:15, 9:15

The

six-inc-

Gem Theatre
Corner Second and Silver

'

er

TOTAL
Capital stock paid In
Surplus fund
Undivided Profits, less Expense, and Taxes paid
Nttional Hank Notes outstanding
Due to other Xational Ranks
Due to State and Private Ranks and Bankers
Individual Deposits subject to check
Time Certificates of Deposit
Certified Checks
Cashier's Checks outstanding
United States Deposits
Deposits of United States Disbursing Officers
R served for Taxes

,

Ncu-ftad-

ADMISSION 10c.
Matinee every afternoon 3:45
Evening Show 7:45, 9:00. 10:15

City attorney

i

1

Hair- - Dres?es Worn in
The Spy.
Band Competition.
Brittany. Hapless Hubby. Buster's Revenge.
Woman's Chaffeurs and Others.

2

f it

99

t 99 Mt

MM M M M

l1'

fftl 0MR0 ilCoal
THEATRE

YUAN

Coke Wood

W. B. MOORE, Mgr.

tare Pmtenta

Co.

'admission

NUT,

10c

One Bear reel of picture

each

We will meet any competrtioi

Phone
Office,

TWO SHOWS, 8:15 AND 9:1S.
and 6unday
'.Ma time Saturday
'
M I P. U
ILLUSTRATED SONGS.
J. J. Oaraody, Baritone Singer.
JaUaa J. SteyskeL Violinist.
MISS JENNIE CRAIG
Maalcal Dtrectresa.
t

J
!

t
t

I
I

I

Ml

$3,391,110.83

Territory of New Mexico.
County of Rernalillo. es.
I, Frank McKee, Cashier of the above-name- d
bank,
do solemnlv
swear that the above statement la true to the best of my knowledge and
belief.
FRANK McKEE,
'
Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 24th day of June, 1909.
D. C. HOLMQUIST. Notary Public.
Correct Attest:
M. W. FLOURNOY,
A. B. McMILLEN.
H. F. RAYNOLD8,
Directors.

'
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MARKETS

TRUNKS

th-a-

M
OIK

I

Alderman

t.y

Hanley,

Coen, that a tqc- iiy
three
ci mmittee consisting of
Ilieml'C rs lie appointed, of which in
mayor shall be chairman which shall
havt e harp . f ixaniination and re-i- v

.4.",;

.1

v

compilation of
city attorney,

ne

oi

siun

IK.TK'CS

mad'

ried.

MEETING
OF CITY
COl NC1L.
THIRD STHEET
(June 21, 1Ho9.)
Meeting called to order by Mayor
Lester.
Present Aldermen
rot. i, Heaven,
Auge and Coen.
Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meat,
Moved by Alderman Wroth
blearn Sausage Factory.
onded by Alderman Heaven
that
meeting adjourn to meet Friday,
i:mil klkinwort
liulldlnc. North Third Street June 25. at S oVIook p. m. at the of- lice of tiie mayor. Carried.
FELIX 11. LKSTKK.
Mayor.
JOHN H. McMANCS,
Clerk.

Movi

1

Alderman

by

ordi-b-

St. Ixilllsj
St. Louis, June
relter $5.35.

Money.

cail money

Alderman Learnard, that
rule.
niiililiiiK light and fuel committee Be
iT'siru.. t. d to proceed with installa- tion of i,u! titinri.1 and other require
in nis in in w quarters to be occupied
by city oft'K ia:s i:i new Korber build- mg.
Hanley,
Aidi mien
Carr:- d
Conroy
s'ailt. IJra n. Auge.
I

St.
Ti

L-

di 2

Wool Market.
Louis, June 29. Wool,

Amalgamaled
Atchison

arnard

to thb Public

Stocks.
Copper

.

83

.115

Pf'l
New York Central

. 106-.

Southern Pacific .
Union Pacific . . .
United States Steel

.

133
132

.193
.

4

;
i

69

.126
"Suffered da and night the turADJOURNED UIX.lb.tll MEETING
nout of itching piles. N'ot.iing helped
Chicugo
Provisions.
OF CITY COUNCIL.
in- - until
used Dunn's Ointment. It
Chicago, June 29. Close:
Hon- John
,111.11
nie permanently."
July
(June 25, 1H09. )
Wheat
$1.164ii; Sept.
Ala.
Oirard.
Mayor.
.
$1.11
Meeting tailed to order by Mayor Ii. Car t:.
-- o
Corn July
Lester.
Sept. 67
NEW METAL DISCOVERED.
t,
Oats July 49 a; Sept. 4 3 Va
Present: Aldermen Hanley,
to
A new metal heretofore unknown
Heaven, Coen,
Pork July $20.17
Sept. $20.10
Conroy an
geologists and metallurgists has been V 20.42 v.
Learnard.
to
Lard July $11.70; Sept. $11.75.
Minutes of regular meeting of June discovered on Catherine hill, and is
7, and of regular adjourned meeting
be lall-holmanite. The metal wa
Ribs July $11.07 'i; Sept. $10.97 !.i
of June 15, were rind and approved. flist uncover.-.some three weeks ago
Cliicugti Uvestock.
A communication
from city physi- on Hie shops or Tunic pond by H. W.
Chicago, June
29.
Cattle, 2,500.
cian, J. F. Pearce. was read, sain" Hills, an . xii. rt in the employ of C.
$5.20 'q 7.40;
Texas
being in relation to the building of Yey Holman of Bangor, and who, us-- J St. a.ly. Beeves
a detention hospital, and was refer- ing the rignt d tne niscoierei, no steers $4.75'n 6.20; western steers
$ !.T5 ii 6 j". ;
stoekei'8 ahd feeder
red to tinance committee.
nam. d it .n honor of Mr. Holman.
Alderman Auge here entered counTin in. tal is in reality natural tin, 6$ .1.60; 'ii j.,iti cow s and heifers $2.50 'it
5"
calves $5.00 u 7.00.
cil chamber and took hi seat.
It is found in
in alloy with bismuth.
Hogs. 14.0HU. Steady.
lower.
5c
A second bond in the eum of $2tui,-iio- o sheet aid ingot formation,
but how
was presented by fiiy Treasunr great trie dep. sit is not known, no Light $7 'JO 'o 7. (.."; mixed $ 7. 4 5 (ii 8.05 ;
Simon st. rn. the sureties being Frank pi sp. t in ,.s. crtain
this having luavy $ 7 .5 5 i s. o ; rough $7.55 'n 7.7.".;
pigs $6. 2. li 7. 10; buik of sales $7.70
A. Hubbell, W. p. Johnson. Amurosin 1" n made.
iru .1 7.95.
and 11 W. Kelly.
So far as Mr. H,1U and Prof.
Sheep, 12.0110. Weak. Native $3.25
Copy of .s.(ld bond follow at end W. Kn tbt of liangor. a noted ehem- "..".u: wi stem $3.25 rn 5.50; yearlinga
of today's, record.
is! ir.o ni mralogist. have bet n utile, i
I ity
75.i .'. hi: lambs $5.00 n 8.50; west-- .
Attorney r. porte.
approving t.j aisc. rtam, no such a combination, !'.
$.",.2.". 'ii S 0 0.
oi said as to form.
t ver lias b.. known, and both these rn
Moved by Alderman Neusta.lt, sec- geiitl. ith n d ii,,f h. s tate to say linn
Kansas City LIvesliM-k- .
onded by Alderman Heaven,
thjt Olltsi.le tin
ruction of Mr. Holman
City, June 29. Cattle,
Kansas
bonds of City Treasurer Simon Stern, there is ii n a
eclmen of the metal
1,500
Including
southerns.
on.- - in tin- fiim of
tin
3nu,mn, and toe in any collect.
nblnet. Pure
$5.0Oi7.1O;
other in the sum of $ Jdh.mihi, be ae- - has beet: tound and tin in alloy with Steady. Native steers
4
5.75; southern
- southern fteera $4.00
Ci pted.
b ad - w i M H ii.
i,, but pever in eoncows $ 2. 7 5 ii 4.7 5 ; native cow
and
t.
Curried: Aldernn u Hanley.
Iiectaui with le sinuth.
5
und
tuilers $2.7 'u 7.0H stockers
(
H'lueii, Auge, Coen, i.'otiroy
ln.1 l.as been mueh in feeders $3.75 'ii 5.50; bulls $2.75 Ip 5.00
therine
and I., ai ii. ii . vot.ng "yes."
v.i.f Maine lor several ililv.s $3. ail 'H 7. 00;
the
steers
Western
of
W. ti. Tight, pusideiit of the .'Hth
b.
Hie diseoVciy
'i.Ou 'ii 6
cows $3.00 W
West. II
New
- ts
annual
there
xico lair, iieie asked lais
of lnolvdeiiitc
0(1.
and was given lurnussiin to address
.a;s ago Mr. Holman
ui' IV
Hogs. in. 000. Steady
5c
lower.
d tn.it the pur. ha.--i
the council and requi
lias since Bulk of alis $7.40(i7!0;
tin lanii and
heavy;
.
.,,,.1
.v
expense
,r..n.ir...,
illy bear
extra
of
bi en pri
l
V
5,ullie mil uo.i
J7
!".; paeki rs and
butcheii
lighting .lui'iiig lair week in a sum ing to open tile nil'ie. liaonoi
;j :o 'o 7 So; light $7 3a 'ii 7.75; pigs
not to exceed f.Klll, an. that tile usual dispatch to le. .Ww York Herald.
j.
",n 'ii 7 .2 5.
privileges lie giallted tile fuir ilsJ- !n ep. ii. oiid. Steady. Muttons $4.25
cialioii in regard to tlo use of striels.
A lo ;e. v.
" is a king In his ow u
5.25;
lambs $6.00ii s.filt; range
unliap-''.r.li.by
.Moved
Alderman Hanley, sec- ritUit: ii .'. a
a h v man is an
w i t hers $ 4 25 'n4 9ii;
range ewes $3.75
by
onded
Aldiiinan Heaven, that talr I ' slave.
Bitters (1 4.7 5.
Blood
association be notified that council builds; up
nd health k ps you
will pay for extra lighting of the city well.
Citizen want ads bring results.
1

-

Tboee desiring Hot or Cold
ltuncbel or Kefreshments
will find the best the market
afford always on hand.

70;

N.u-Ktad-
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1

SANDIAS HOME
Suceetwors to

SELVA PLACE

;B. H. Briggs

& Co.

OO

up.

In Furniture, Rugs, Carpets and in fact all lines
it is our intention to grade our stock up to the
highest standard and give our patrons better
values than ever and for less money. We now
have a better class and a wider range of styles
and patterns in all lines than ever beiore.
We earnestly solicit your patronage and
kindly ask that you call at our store, look over
our stock and get our prices that we may demonstrate to vou that we are now giving better
values and for less money than ever before.

fine 12(d2U.

pfd

at Tijeras Canyon

at from $3

weak

rritory western mediums 2Srn2Ti;

n,

Upon motion

We have a fine line

per cent.

line mediums 21tfi25;

ting yes."
council nd jou ined.
FELIX H. LEST Ell,
Mayor.
JOHN H. McMANUS,
Clerk.

and

1

I

In preparing for your summer vacation don't overlook
the fact that you need a
new trunk.

$4.35:

New York, June 29. Prime paper
3V2W4 per cent; Mexican dollars 44;

see-b- y

Neu-Coe-

Metals.
Lead

29.

y

fai

Hanley,

New York Metals.
Lead $4.35
copper 13U'iH; silver 52c.

New York. June 29.

cial

Meat Market

Sandias Home
Jla Now Opkn

Neu-stad-

UIX.l I.Alt

c

j

251.

Comer Granite and Pint

TOTAL

j

o. jj huh
areu copies oi uuinance
that copy be pent to each licensed
driver and to alto notify each driver
that hereafter Ordlnanco No. 432 will
be strictly enXorqd.
Carried: .Aldetinen Hanley,
Coen, Conroy
Heaven, Auge,
and Learnard voting "yes."
Moved by Alderman Neustadt, seconded by Alderman oCen, that Ordinances Nos. 447 and 452 be tabled.
t.
Carried; Aldermen Hanley,
Auge, Coen, Conroy
Heaven,
ii ml le arnard voting "yes."
City Attorney suggested to council
t
a special committee be appointed to inspect new compilation of

Tsl-An-

U.9.

AZTEC FUEL CO.

i,
obey Its sinister order, yet Yuan
who Is probably the most progressive Chinaman In the empire today, has before this, shown an amazing disregard for ancient traditions
and It is not believed that the "golden
cord" will have any terrors for him.
Commanding the only efficient military force In the empire, a force
which he has collected and trained
personally, Yuan Phl-Kcould undoubtedly take the city of Pekln with
little trouble.
Further than this.
Yuan has firmly established himself
as a hero In the eyes of the Chinese
people. Any attempt to force him to
obey the mandate of the "golden
cord" would mean Instant trouble.
n
When the late
died. Yuan
Shl-Krushed his army to Pekln
and effectually prevented a popular
outbreak so as to ofter no excuse for
foreign intervention. When quiet was
restored, he was ordered back to his
province by the prince regent. Since
that day he has been perfect!! g his
military organization with Napoleiiic
genius, much to the dlsugest of the
prince regent.
Hence the reported
presentation of the "golden cord."

200.000.00
50,000.00
7:578.43
200.000.00
125,325.27
448,024.38
1,107,291.28
1,086,944.16
910.00
19,773.4 5
36,009.39
89,253.91
20,000.o0

j

the council that automobile driver
were not observing the provisions of
the
Ordinance Xo. 432, governing
speed limit inside city limits.
secMoved by Alderman Heaven,
onded by Alderman Coen, that clerx

al

We'll Rlemse or Bust

EXCLUSIVE
MOVING PICTURES

I

OOAIi

ALL LENGTHS CEDAR Aim
PINION WOOD.
MUX AND FACTORY 1TOOB.
LUMP, tt.a.

lieemed by the Motion Plc

I.

al

BEST AMERICAN BLOCK

'

SHI-KA-

Shl-Ka-

1

approving

of said bond a.s to form.
Moved by Alderman Learnard, sec- onded by Alderman Conroy, that re- port of city attorney be accepted, anJ
that cement contractor's bond of J.
f. Howdish be also accepted. Carried.
It was brought to the attention of

Kavanaugh Orchestra always in attendance
TUESDAY'S PROGRAM

reported,

13,391.110 83
LI. HI Id TIES.

L

Moving Pictures and Illustrated Songs

RESOURCES.

Loans and Discounts
$1,891,494.65
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
29,491.36
United States Bonds to secure circulation
200,000.00
United
Deposits
secure
to
States
United States Ronds
125,000.00
Premiums on United States Ronds....
7,600.00
Ronds, Securities, etc
45,910.34
Hanking House, Furniture, and Fixtures,
40,000.00
Due from National Hanks (not reserve agents)
174,166.08
Due from State and Private Ranks and Hankers, Trust Companies, and Savings Ranks
36,354.07
Due from approved Reserve Agents
603,344.12
Checks and other Cash Items
909.81
Kxchanges for Clearing House
19,622.54
Notes of other National Hanks
45,195.00
Fractional Paper Currency, Nickels, and Cents
2,918.86
Lawful Money Reserve In Hank, viz:
Specie
$90,439.00
Legal-tendnotes
68,765.00 '
159,204.00
Redemption fund with United States Treasurer (5 percent ot
circulation)
10,000.00

YOUR CREDIT

IS GOOD.

1

ALVARADO PHARMACY

ENGLISH POLITENESS.

HIGHLAND PHARMACY

The expression
"Thank you" is
much more current in England than
in America
It is aNo u. d with
much wiiler signtilcunce, often as the
equivalent of "1 beg your pardon."
For irirtai.t c ,m English pi son passing befo-pel haps jost- allolu r,
ling Ole in- l v. II tl eadlliu ell us foot,
in a polony,
w.ll
"Thank you."
'1 lie
plini- c is heard c instantly.
If
i
in u shop er a inwsb.iy
v.
the
is solicits your custom
in! ..u .fa-,t. be will
"Thank
you
:o erfu'ly
pl.le
s if you
t
III. Oil
plll'i base,
a ilil!.'- Tilele
n I le
rhe Eng- "'in
! l.
llsllem .1
..rd very
tfOlld
stron-l- y
and Illli.- ith .1 r.s:nB In.
-.
fleet m, .is
An
IU. st:.oi
American is rec egnize'l at once by
hid accenting til.
or.l
thank" and
c'oMiig w ith Ule falling inflection.
Travi M. ii in

Bring U Your Prescription
f

,1

'WAKE UP9
and take notice.

THE IHIunNlON
Expert Cleaning Co.

Is Bow ready to meet any competition in the cleaning line all we
auk: Gift ui a ctunce to figure
with you.

CALL UP

460

I

The Futrellc Furniture Co. i
I

t

THE COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS

Cor. Second

A

Coal

i

West Etta Viaduct J

i

I

Certif Gold An. and 1st St.
Occidental Building

t

-

.

DRUCCISTh

!

.

-

e

St

I

I

t

Neu-slad-

;

I

I

..

-

'

I

I GROSS

KELLY & COMPANY j
IMCORfORA TED

WHOLESALE
GROCERS
t Wool. Hide

and Pelt Dealers

Albuquerque and

las Vegas

i

I

i:

Subscribe for the Daily Citizen

TVESDAY, JVNE

Montezuma

9,

108.

'ALBUQTTET10TTE

IKS

and

Grocery

TO ENTERTAIN

VISITING BROTHERS

Liquor Company

Copper and Third
Imported and Domestic Goods
Specialty of Luce Pure Olive OiL
Liquor by the Gallon or Bottle.
Family Trade Solicited.
Agent for

Su

Fresh.

Antonio Lime.

FOR

Oinmilttce Will See Tluit Antlcrctl
Herd on the Way to lum Angvlcs

Always

Prices Right.

I (I'liieuilx-r- s

A iMiiiiii'rqiii.

At a meeting of the committee recently appointed by the Elks lodge
In entertain the visiting brothers who
will pss through this city en rout
to Los Angeles next month,
plana
were made for their entertainment.

The following Elks were delegated
so that the
reception committee will be composed
of fifty local Elks: Frank Stortz, U.
A. Sleyster, O. A.
Matson, M. U
Stern, Hoy McDonald, H. E. Zolser,
J. Liearnard Miller, Ralph Dunbar, A.
B. Hits and W. It. King.
Plans for the entertainment of the
guests was discussed at length and It
wae decided that souvenirs be procured and distributed freely among the
For the muod of 1101 our
visitors. The .nature of the souvenirs
4ellclone cream le more pop
has not yet been decided upon but It
mlar than ctct. All orders.
is thought that it will be a novelty
large or email. In or out of the
badge.
Arrangements will also oe
elty, promptly cared for, and
made to take the visitors around the
iellTtry la kood condition,
city in autos and carriages and eh.jw
guaranteed.
them the American Lumber company's plant, the San Felipe chur?h.
General Sheridan's old home and othThe Matthew Dairy &
er interesting tights.
The committee Is also planning tho
erection of a large tent on the large
. Supply Company
lot east of the Alvarado hotel In which
1709 No. Fourth at. Phone 4l.
refreshments consisting of punch and
a light lunch will be served. Other
preparations arc now under way ani
the names "Hospitality" and "Albupromise to be closely linked
WE S.EIX IT FOU LESS
5 querque"
the memories of the hundreds of
a In
Elks and their families who will pass
t.irough this city.
Arrangements are now being made
by the reception committee to purcomPlete
chase next Saturday afternoon's base
ball game, which will be played at
Traction park between the local
team. The
Grays and the El Pa-sof this game will be turned
receipts
comPlete
Into a fund to be utilized for the entertaining of the visitors. Manager Pa- dilla, of the local aggregation, Is In
communication by telegraph with the
manager of the El Paso team and it
Investigate our new easy payis thought that a decision will be
ment plan. A Dollar or two a
reached some time today.
week will do. Monthly if desired

WE FURNISH

2 Rooms

$41.95

o

3 Rooms

f" $61.15

rrnrr

31

riece Dinner

III SEWER

BREAK

set with every pur
chase of $50.00 or over.
1U West Gold

ssai w

xi

Tel.

mas

GOd

a.w

Will

Carpenter

and Builder
Jobbing

Promptly

Phonee:

Shop 1003; Residence US

Attended

to

Skip Corner Fourth St. and Copper Are.
ALBUQUERQUE,

X. U.

eeeeeeeeeeeeeee

HELD BY OFFICERS
ON CHARGE

m '

Rattan Bookers

OF THEFT

I

lli ;rays Cn IWcnt Salmons ruswengvr on Train Wan T.'cn From
of Santa IV anil He Is Willing
Ills Berth Tills Morn
on
to lUt On It.
Advice from U Ju
Something Is likely to happen at
Peter Xaskrent wa taV i off of
Traction park in the way of a base-ta- ll train Xo. 10 this morning
Special
game In the near future that will jumcer smitn or the Sam
exV servup
make the fans sit
and take notice. ices, upon advices receiver
trly this
Dan Padilla, despite the druhhlng his morning from the author
i at
La
Grays were given last Sunday be- Junta, Colo., charging Xa
nt with
lieves that they are the fastest In the embezzlement. Noskr-n- t.
i ,
is not
Xew Mexico brush, and he Is willing yet 23 years old. Is a forn.
Harvey
to back his Judgment up with the house cashier, and previoi
to two
coin.
He said this morning that he weeks ago. wae employed It. hat cawithwould piny the Solomon Grays for pacity at La Junta. Two v. eks ago
money, marbles or chalk. He is will- he was transferred to San Marclal,
ing to play the Grays either the 11th where he temporarily relieved the
fear
or the l&th of July, If he does not clerk at that place.
have to go to El Paso, for the gate ' His accounts at the Harvey housu
porch use, they arc real comfort and owing
receipts less expenses and a side bet at La Junta were found to be $160
00.
of
And Manager Padilla add- short. It is said. He had $84.10 at
to its lightness the
Rocker is a boon to
ed: "That goes.".
,the time of his arrest.
When Officer Smith, who was wired
This looks like real sport, and
every housewife. We have a large assortment
would be very pleasing to the fans. to make the arrest this morning, arAlbuquerque will have some
real rived at the car. Xaskrent we still
to select from, as low as
as high as
baseball this season yet. On Sat asleep. Before the arrest was made.
urday, Sunday and Monday the newly Smith was confronted with a new
each.
organized professional
team of El case. Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Arogan, of
Paso plays here. Padilla said that this city, who were returning to A4
he would make an effort to strength- lbuquerque from El Paso, where they
en the Grays.
Clancy of Santa Fe had been visiting for a short time,
has been secured for an Infield posi- awoke this morning to find that a
better pocketbook, containing $20 in
tion and any other material
than what he already has will be was missing. The matter wae re30B-3IFurniture, Carpets and Draperies
W. Central
added. Little Doc Cornish may be ported to the conductor and when
Hoy McDonald was Smith arrived, the doors of the car
in the game.
offered first base, but refused. He had been locked, to await the arrival
says that he i getting too old. The El of an officer.
A search of the car was made and
Paso team Is said to be made up of
professional players and If the Grays the pocket book,' With two ten dollar
have shaken the hoodoo which held bills, was found Sunder the vrattress
them Sunday the games should be of tho berth occupied .by Js'askrent.
He had evidently
confiscated the
fast.
purse some time during the night.
He was taken In charge by Officer
NOT
I HIS MAN DOES
j Smith
SANTA FE TO ADD
and taken to the city jail,
where, before being locked up, he
broke down and cried, saying that It
READ THE CITIZEN
FOUR DISPATCH WIRES waa the first time he had ever been
behind the bars. A later wire from
the authorities at La Junta stated
Said Mean Tlilngx Alxnit tin Water Reorganisation
of System Which that he was wanted at that city on
four other charges of felony and
Coniaiiy anil Took a Dry Itath.
IIHs Oftiero at Amarillo, Will
that an officer would arrive on No.
Make
Work
Htv,
More
9 and take him back.
Shortly after 6 o'clock last evening one of the few men in AlbuquerIt is understood that a young lady
Albuquerque will benefit as a re
que who does not read The Citizen sult of the new Santa Fe organization employed In the hotel at La Junta
entered the bath room in his home, which locates the general offices at Is also complicated In the case and
disrobed and prepared to take a nice, Amarillo. The telegraph
offices lo- she will also be placed under arrest.
cooling bath after u hard day's work. cated here, which It was feared would
He selected a towel, a cake of soap be moved, will remain here and four
and a few other necessities of the additional dispatch
wires will be PFEIFFER STILL
sort and turned on the water. Only added to the service. Two will come
a sickly sort of a rattle came from from the east and two from the
DECLINES TO TALK
the faucet and a few drops of water south. Two large operators' tables
trickled into the tub. That was all. will be added in the local "office,
After vainly trying to get water, the which is to be enlarged.
The reman said mean things about the modeling of he local office building lias Nothing; to Say About Assault
water company, put on his clothes to accommodate the extra tables was
Case No Decision Regarding
ITellmlnury Hearing.
and went over to his neighbor's to authorized several weeks ago and
complain.
will be done immediately.
"If you read the papers," his
Whether
Florenclo tPfelffer and
neighbor said, "you would have seen
Porcoplo Xuanei will have a prelim
a prominent notice on the first page, BOYS BAND ELECTS
inary hearing or await the action of
explaining why the water was turned
the grand jury has not as yet been
off, giving the hours
when it was
Indicated by either the men or their
OFFICERS FOR YEAR counsel. The crime witlv which they
turned on and enabling you to have
'
.
i,
..
i .
it'
filled your bath tub in plenty of time
"
are charged Is of such a serious na
- '
"
'
V
a
to take a bath."
ture that the matter is being careMoral Read The Citizen.
t
fully
weighed
1'oiK-crtaken.
before
action
May Be
sju unlay Night
PfelfTer still declines to make a
Given Downtown If Mcrtiiunls
statement.
hoped that ho
The
officers
Want Them.
A WOOLEN GOODS
might weaken and tell where he hid
The Learnard
and Lindemann's the watch he took from the woman
Boys'
Xo. 1 was made a per- and what ho did with his gun. The
MAKER IS HERE manentband
organization at a well at- officers have been unable to locate
tended business meeting of the young either article. An attempt
made
n usicians in the Learnard and
to search the home of Mrs. Pfelffer's
Say Wool Market Is Stugntiiit He
mulc store on West Gold mother but as no search warrant had
cause Prices Have Atlvaiiciil
avenue last evening. Officers were been Issued the woman refused to let
Tou I timidly.
lined for the ensuing year, to serve the search be made. Little has been
until January 1st, 19l-u.id other learned about Xuanez.
owni
s,
Broth,
Joseph Hall, of Hall
of importance were discussed
n.i.'lers
large
woolen at length. The newly electee! officers
ers and operators of two
STORY OF THE 111 .MULE t'UVM.
goods factories at Xorwich, Conn., lit
ns follows: Willis McQuade, presi
Everybody has heard of the clam,
city,
spending several weeks in the
dent; Joseph Scottl, manager; William
accompanied by several members of II. Ryan, secretary; Charlm Clark, for he has of late years achieved cethe use of his name
his family. Mr. Hall said this morn- treasurer and music librurian; Frank lebrity by lending
for broth, a form of warm water used
ing that he stopped off Imre while on Guy, wararobe man.
in restaurants and soda fountains.
his way to California to see if hu
The mcetng waj" called to order by
Thotie who have studied the clam,
EVERYTHING IN OUR LINE
could buy some cheap wool. He add- Director F. K. Ellis, who informed however,
know that he Is in reality a
ed that he was sorry to way that he he .. oung players the purp.'-iof the remarkable Individual.
i1
couldn't. He purchased a few sin ill meeting and what was to to dm;
The tium begins by depositing himWrite lor Illustrated Catalog and Price List
lots of light wool but found little on F''liw..g '.he election o; oldit, a
a
no
in
self
He
sund
bank.
out
takes
the market within reach of what he mi t'.i.n Wis made ant s .,.. 'el ti 'lt ' firu insurance
and may be seen oc- thought he could offer.
effect th.i a constitution aco" by law
OFFICE AND SALES ROOM
Mr. Hall is one of the Very few be drawn up anil presented at tho casionally squirting out water, as a
precaution against any sparks that
manufacturers who endeavor to buy next monthly meeting of the band. might
Inadvertently.
fall
a
wool from the growers. He made
It was further decided that business
121 and 123 North First St.
Phone 138
The clam in summer
wears a
number of trips to Albuquerque in the meetings be held on the second Mongown
so
open
tildes,
at
sheath
the
but
early days but this is the first one day of each month at which the sec-modest is he (or she) that it Is imin the past four years.
In recent
tury w as to read the minutes of the mediately closed up at the upproacn
years he has been buying a greut previous meeting
reports
the
and
of
of another person.
deal of wool in California.
progress of the band.
Clams have decollete necks, which
Mr. Hall tummil up the wool marA vote of thanks was extended t.
are very fond of displaying In
ket as being stagnant, and declared Rev. A. M. Mandalarl for his recent they
broad daylight. This,
of course,
that the reason wh high prices. II.1 donation of $10 to the band. The makes
them very sunburned.
said that woolen goods had advanced boys are now receiving $30 each
It would be much better if, during
d
of what the raw month for their weekly concets
only about
at
product had. The Hall Bros, mills Hobinxon pak but find that that the sunny part of the day, the clam
From tke foanAatlon to the ehlaftrw oa tbe root, we are
are among the large manufacturers amount does not defray the expenses would wear a veil.
Clams live usually in flam, und altag Balidlnf Material Cheaper Uiaa 70a have avagu
of the country of tine dress goods and Involved.
ways go down through the roof.
heavy cloth for men's clothing.
sua ay 7 oars. Have at leeva Si yc era I aai
mufurnishing
been
The boys have
In tlnir native element they are
sic which would compare most fa- very much at home, but when seen
BUILD NOW
vorably with musicians of much moid In company with human beings they
NEWSPAPER SPECIAL
mature years, and with the further are usually in the soup or frittering
u ill of the public,
tiny Intend not away their lives. Judge.
COMING IK JULY only giving Sunday evening concerts
but Saturday evening concerts, the (.KOWTII OF CENTRAL AMERICA.
latter to be givi n in the bund stand
nearness of the completion of
opposite the Alvarado hotel. Many of theTherailroad
now under construction
Hrookl.NO l jit'e Will Bun a Traill to Albuquerque'
PflONB S.
public spirited citizens hi
COIIXIK THIRD AXD MAR Q
twe n Z.ai apa, in Guatemala, and
the I'aeilic Const unit Northt
a
t
contribute
have already offered
Ana, ill Salvador, Is nignifica.lt
west.
small amount each month in order Santa
f the steady progress being made In
that the Saturday niuht concerts be those
two countries. This new road
One of the many special trains to given down town and It is the In
Albuquerque this sum- tention of a committee to visit these building with American capital will
ii n through
'OLD RELIABLE."
ESTABLISHED 1873 2
tap
the
lino about
mer will lie the special of the Brook- people in the near future and if a
lyn EaKic x. hit h is due to arrive in iHim larKo enough to repay the hoys midway, und, running in a southeast-- ,
this city Suii'ia. July 11. for a short for ihe.r trouble can he secured the ern direction, will Join the Salvadorean system at a point about 40 miles
stop. The special Kill leave New concerts will be guen. The young
northwest of the capital. From th?
York July 3, spend a day at Chicago,
are still in debt for their mu- latter
place the work will be pushed
a few hours at Kansas City and three sic and instruments and are anxious
days in Colorado. Sunday, July 11. to work in or.ler that this indebi- - on to San Miguel, traversing the rich
lands of the republic down
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
to th;
tllli-rtin train will go through Xew Mexihe paid.
lrontieir of Honduras and Nicarco und Arizona, sp. titling a few hours
agua.
at Albuquerque and a short time at
Hair Dresser a"fl Chiropodist.
The opening of railroad communi 2 Carries tbe Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of .Staple Grocenn c J
the Indian village of Laguna. Tin
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors
the Southwest
cation
between Salvador and Guate- 2
f
to
excursionists will visit the Grand
the Alvarado and next d'or
Canyon, tour California. spend a Sturges 'cafe. is prepared to give mala will not only afford the former
do hair populous country an Atlantic outlet
short time at Seattle, Spoki. lie and thorough scalp treatment,
FARM
its large coffee crop, but will tend
WAGONS
other northwest titles, v. sit Yellow- diiwsing, treat ot.rnis,
bunions and tfor
massage i strengthen the intimate und peacegives
stone park and return t New York ingrown nails
KA1LKOAO AVENUE
August T.
ALHUQUEKQUK, IV M. 2
Mrs ful lejatioiis which for a considertreatment and manicuring.
period have existed between th '
e
Tlie sptcial will cor. s 'I of a
Bambini a own pi epnratlon of c m able
'iich.
four hxion cream builds up the skin and two countries. It will, at the sanr:
ear. diver. t'.a
time, afford a large anil new field for
s
pt is ami an observation car.
improves the complexion, and
ihe the sale of aAmerican products eri-- n
jgiKiranteid net to be injurious.
privilege hitht rto
l.ice on pool jy are iiuillildving this aH(1 UT,.pari.t nlJir t,,nte and cure those states,
,,
yi tl by Ihigb.-and Ueini.in hous c.
hot wcuilicr. Our sl.sk s'iiluins
l
,,rrvent dandruff und hair
W.ie h inijton I'ost.
..
i'fpiii'uiiou thai will kill lliini
ru.
restores life Pc dead hair, re- Native end Chicago Lumber, Sberwla-- n UUame Fatal Hmm
anil do 110 injur) tit low I. K. Vl . l et, moves rnul-- f, wait and superfluous
. Central
;,'- )Harsh physics react, weaken the
aie. lieuic Hi. Op. hair. For any blemish of the fne
BeHelAff Paper, plaster, lime. Cement, Glaea, Saah,
atee.
cau.-- e
bowels,
chronic constipation
Mile citrul Jliiii School.
call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
Hegulets
operate
Doan's
easily,
tone
ami some
ar. ii unt ;
Some lie
When a henpecked man does talk the stomach, cure constipation. 1'jc.
J.
BALDRIDGE
423 SOUTH FIRST
iu.vi n't m
ei.i.uri to go home.
he spl it ks his wife's mind.
Ask your druggist for them.
Sat

The most durable of

all rockers without
ception, are Rattan
Rockers. They can be

used and abused

or judgment.

out

For

Rattan

1

$2.00

$27.50

ere

FREEZERS

Ik'Ucvexl That (.lie Damage
l$c lUpaircil Tonight as
Water Hum Hcen Shut Off.

.It Is

ED. FOURNELLE

ANXIOUS

Peerless Ice Cream

STILl GiVLS TROUBLE

CRO WN rURNITURC Co

Tmvm rwie)

TO PLAY ANCIENTS

THEATRE

k Company Melodramas Will Not
Have a Place In Albuquerque
Thin Winter.
The Elks' theatre will be opened
this year to only first class attracdecision of the
tions. This is
management, and the Elks' Leare
Holding committee. Manager Matson
said this morning that the day of the
stock company was over for the Elks'
theatre. They no longer prove a good
drawing card. People looking for
cheaper amusement can find it at the
motion picture houses.
Whether the reason will open early
or late at the Elks' theatre this year
will depend on whether the Elks' line
up with the theatre trust or the independent. The latter will have the
most attractions In the west and they
will come west earlier
than those
controlled by the trust. If the Elks'
Indeexclusively
an
theatre becomes
pendent house, Albuquerque theatregoers will have entertainment
as
early as September.
If It remaiis
with the trust, with whlh it has a
partial contract, the season will start
later, probably November. The Indications are that the Independents will
have the better attractions.
It Is said that while the trust was
combating the Independents, endeavoring t.) put them out of business, the
latter were busy signing the best
stars. This clever movement places
them In position to offer more anil
The Elks, howtetter attractions.
ever, are riding along the fence. The
management is in position to raise
the curtain on any worthy attractlo.i
loming this way.

Pure Ice Cream

i

ELKS

SKN

I

to appoint

fall Phone or tend for Solicitor.
RHOf E tO 29

PADILLA

BEST ATTRACTIONS

CITIZEN.

Work Perfectly, Freeze a Fine Grade of
Cream in from 3 to 5 minutes. Not an
experiment but a Reliable Freezer.

Little headway was made last
night toward repairing the break in
the sewer on South Second street, but
with the water in the city Bhut off for
the greater part of the day. It is believed that the hole will be reached
tonight. The break will not be hard
to repair once the water Is out of the
way.
With the sewer full of water,
pumps must be kept working constantly to let men work in the hole.
Yesterday a lurge pump was borrowed from the Water Supply company and hitched
to
an electric
motor.
This pump enabled the
workmen to put down to crib around
the break. Once this crib Is below
the sewer and the water Is Btopped,
the break will be mended. It was believed today that 48 hours would see
the situation serene again. A number of buildings have been troubled
by sewerage backing into the sinks,
but now that the water Is shut off
this nuisance will be done away with.
Citizens will be doing themselves
and the city at large a good service
If they will use their sinks as little as
possible while the sewer Is being repaired, for the quicker the sewer is
closed the less likely Is an epidemic
of sickness.
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Consolidated Liquor Go.
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HOTEL AltlUVALS.

Slurb's.

Thomas, Huffalo; J. T. Heff-roEl Pano; W. D. Newcomb, Socorro; 1!. R. Campbell, Cleveland; A.
E Green, Socorro;
Thos. Gamon,
Kansas City; W. R. Martin, Kansas
City; C. Oowenlry, Chrishane; L. A.
Jaramillo and wife, Los Lunas; Jno.
linghum. Kansas City; Chas. Brown,
Madrid; J. Jones, Duluth.
C. B.

J EXE BRIDES
end all young housekeepers should
get wise on the bread question by
availing themselves
of the experience of those of mature Judgment.
They will be Informed that in "most
casts it Is far preferable
to buy
bread than make it oneself, especially
If you get Butter Cream bread, which
for its nutritive qualities, taste and
flavor is of the highest standard of
excellence.
PIONEER BAKERY,
807 South First Street.
NOTICE OF SHERIFF'S SALE.
Notice Is hereby given that under
end by virtue of a judgment and order of the District Court of the Sixth
Judicial District of the Territory of
New Mexico, for the County of Quay,
in case No. 3S9, entitled J. P. Dona-buplaintiff, vs. A. 1. Parish, defendant, which was an attachment,
and in which ease judgment
was
rendered in favor of the plaintiff
against said defendant for tho sum of
(1.042.10, together with 113. 33 costs
of suit, the undcrsigiud, J. F. Ward,
Sheriff of Quay county, to satisfy aid
judgment and costs, and the cons
and exp. ns. s of this sale, will sell at
public auction to the highest and best
bld.lr for cash, at the front door of
the Court House at Tucumcari. Quay
county. New Mexico, at the hour of
10 o'clock a. m.. mi the ISth day of
August. A. I. 110, all the right, title
end ii ter.st ci the saij A. I. Parish
!n and to the following described real
eMute and properly situate, lying and
beinx in the County of Quay and
Territory of New Mexico,
The southeast quart, r ( 4 ) of section t ,v enty-- i ight C2i in township
twelve (12 1. noilh or rane- - thirty-on- e
(31) east. K.. N. M. IV M arid
11
lot tn (10) und eleven
in
lock fifty-nin- e
(59) of Russell's Addition to the town of Tu'umean, N.w
Mexico, as said lots and bio. k are
shewn en th map and plat thereof
on tile iii the otllee of the Piohat"
of
Clerk
Recorder
the
Coui.ty of Quay and Territory of New
to-w-

1

o

Mexico.

fheriff

J. F. WARD,
of Quay County, New Mexico.

I

Nuvoy.
Adamana,
Mrs. X. F. iRobenson,
Ariz.; Mi mi Fay Smith, Adamana,
Ariz.; F. Chain, iNew York; W. H.
Cherrler and family, Denver; R. O.
Morris. Denver; H. C. Chrislgan and
wile, Brooklyn; J. E. Smith, Socorro;
A, E. Hlossom, Ias Vegas; L. Kinslow
and wife, Helen; Thos. Murray, London, England.

ALL THE WAY UP

one-thir-

i

Cruige.

M. Michaels, Las Vegan; J. John-si- .
n. Alma. Nelir ;
G.
M.
Waters,

Rio Grande Material

Denver. Colo.; 11. J. Rea, Catrollton,
Mo.; J. J. Jones, Denver.

las Veg,i;

E.

!.

rim

i

I

:

Welsh,

Tucumcari: R. C. Stubhins, Xara Visa
X. M ; A ii. Young, (iovis;
M.
A.
H. Evans. Sun
Lippitt. Santa VMarcial; It. Uaiewo.nl. San Martial;
J. A. ri. Ili.tr. San Man ial; C. C. Mail-n. liioeiitx; T. 1. Shea, Jr., X. U.

From a miller who nisiliil momy
VC liato Jll- -t lMill;;ht 50.000 lbs. it
hot Native White Bran, which mo
will sell at l NO ht hundred lb- -. A
I'oi'gnin. E.
. l ee. 212
l.end me.
.

liione

16.

To KENT 11
well touring car.

residence, fa.

day
liuur. Max
Ftionr, office, ItXu,

L.

THE
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Could Not Ik- - Better
No one has ever made a salve, ointment, lotion or balm to compare with
Ruckleti's Arnica Salve. It's the one
perfect healer of Cuts, Corns, Burns,
firuises, Sores, Scalds, Holla, Uloers,
Eczema, Salt Rheum. For Sors Eyes,
Cold Sores. Chapped Hands, It's supreme.
Only
Infallible for Piles.
23c, at all druggls's.

Lumber Co.

j

Alvarado.
C.
'has. Feigusnon, Seattle,
J.
Ne.il, Kansas City;
r. E. M. Ervien,
St. Joe, Mo.; W. P. Garsidc, El Paso;
li. W. Halvient. Denver; F. A. Stevens and wife, St. Loui.-- ; Jas. Kirly,
liovis; M. J. Drury, li Junta; J. E.
McMahon.
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RLBUQUETtQTTE
local wool market will be
marked, and of a heavy volume.
shortly after July 4 It Is believed that
business will start to improve. The
particular feature of the whole situation is the optimism displayed by
merchants. Months ago they began to
discount their optimistic view of the
mill situation by buying up the wool
clips of the country at prices that
advanced steadily, as growers became
convinced that they should share in
the returning prosperity, until now
dealers' declaration of faith may be
summed up in the words. "We have
the bulk of the new domestic clip.
and manufacturers must have It to)
supply the people with clothes."
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Corporation Tax Only One of The Outlook Indicates
Domestic Product
Measures President
Will Go Much
to Become
Higher.
Laws.

Tht

Alton! iniicl I p.
There Is Very little wool now own-

tti'sl

Ex-pec- ts

THE

OKLAHOMA

DISPENSARY
A LOSER
Report Shows That Poor Man.
1
agement Has Made Llq-- '
uor Business

ed in growers in either the middle
ol far west. With the sale of the
"Hair" and "Itea" clips of .Montana,
Go illy.
reported last week, there are probably not over 2.00(1.000 pounds unsold
In the slate. For the remaining wools
Guthrie. Ok., .line- .'J. A detailed
The alwence of new territory wools 25 cents was paid in several instances
Washington,
June 19. President
this week, and It Is reported that 26 .statement of the affairs of the OklaITaft has told his friends that he serves as a barrier to extensive trad- cents was given for an exceptional
homa State Liquor Agency,
better
tax the ing on the local market this week, clip. The last sale In ishaniko, Ore., known
considcis the corporation
as the state dispensary.
1.250,-01)- 0
are
available
wools
the
that
all
but
15,
which
about
at
held
June
step
in
carrying
promise
out
his
first
public in the report of Charles
pounds were marketed, probably Taylor, the state
to clinch the Roosevelt policies. for inspection and purchase sell
examiner and inMoreover, he is Insisting that it be quickly at di alers' prices. The key to winds up the sales In Oregon, al- spector of public accounts, from the
adopted at the present
session of the situation Is the manner In whicn though another public sale had been tim of the establishment
of
the
Congress to give more time next staple and fancy goods will sell for scheduled there for June 29.
agency, about April. 1HUS, to May 31,
MexNew
in
Increasing
is
proInterest
t.
larger
consider his
.winter
the spring of
of the former
1909. The report
hows
that the
being agency
gram.
lines have been recently opened at ico, where the new clip iscompetihas been operated at a loss
considerable
bought
under
program
per
will
Include the advances of approximately 25
This
or to the state, and it severely criticises
strengthening of the Hepburn rate cent, and buyers are engaging their tion at 20 to 23c In the grea.se,
officials connected with its manageKerr-villThe
to
65
72c
scoured.
about
law in places where experience has requirements
in fairly satisfactory
ment and with the enforcement of
amounting
about
to
clip
Texas,
preshown It to be defective; the
volume. The fancy lines will je
the prohibitory laws.
Wednesday
was
sold
pounds,
500.000
opened In July at material aJvanccs,
vention of future
The report declares that In the
of corporations doing an interstate and manufacturers generally expect to a Boston operator at 25 to 25
time Bobert E. Lazier was superinsellare
wools
months
cents.
Twelve
business, and the abolition of holding to sell their products at the new
tendent of the agency the accounts
companies w hich now envelope the prices without any difficulty.
The ing In other sections of Texas at 24 and records as kept "were very in23
to
cents.
operations of legitimate Industry In admittedly low stocks of both nun's
complete, erroneous and
wear and dress goods In practically
60 much mystery.
and were very Improperly kept.' The
perrecHOtt
near
a
as
la
work
Oiir
Interstate t'oiiuncrce Ijuv Defects.' all quarters are responsible for thj
examiner said:
Both shippers and railroads have activity of goods' buyers ut the open- possible. No old, worn out, broken
cases
"I also found numerous
enr
In
machinery
or
obsolete
found defects In the interstate com-- 1 ing of the new light weight season, down
where acid had been used to make
np
new
to
and
Everything
plant.
For instance, when a particularly when prices are so ma
tnerce law.
in the books, checks, etc."
and erasures
railroad gives a 30 days' notice of terially higher, says the Boston Com- the minute. Always better work comixThe administration of S. W. Stone,
defy
We
prompt
nto.e
service.
the advance of a rate, the shipper mercial Bulletin.
for the hort time he has been in
must wait until the rate Is actually
With the outlook for a successful -tit Ion. A trial handle will conis pronounced good.
CX.
Laundry
Imperial
yoo.
In effect before he may complain to distribution of woolen fabrics during vince
The ruiiil.s lOOM'ly Handled.
Red
148.
Phone
post
office.
of
the interstate commerce commission. the coming season practically assur Back
There is much criticism of tao
The cnmmpdlties
clause la to be ed, the position of the wool market wagons.
handling of the funds, the vouchers
made to hold water. Then there is in turn becomes Btronger and the
being condemned for being vague and
the vexed question of the possibility possibility of lower raw material OAKLAND PREACHERS
indefinite and lacking in detailed inon fades farther Into the distance. The
of obtaining fuller
formation. For instance. one $500
the part of the railroads if the com- market is unquestionably very strong
check to Ivozier, to apply one enforcemission should be divided into two and It Is confidently believed that top
ment account, does not show how the
bodies a court of commerce and a price have not been reached on domoney was spent. The report says
board of investigation.
mestic wools yet.
that K. S. Caldwell, stale enforce-n.en- t
Until now the transactions in terriThe president is known to regard
attorney, assumed authority to
n
Advertising uts Itig figure in foust b treasurer or collector for all perwatered stock as an important evil. tory wools have been In
Ble will recommend that no corpor- clips, the uniform quulity of which
sons working under him which a
fit y Where llecoril Shows
ation doing Interstate business shall rendered other than sales in the orcondemned as improper and IrreguItCMllt.
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Ladies, Here is the Way to Find
Real Bargains

bu-ea-

Wise women read Citizen Want Ads every day. They know
they are for a good purpose, else they would not be in The Citizen. They also know that they get full value from their paper
only when they read the Want Ads. Surely you want to know
what others have learned to value, so read Citizen Want Ads ev
ery day. Start now you will learn many things that will interest
you. You know how society folks are; how they discard fine
gowns, wraps and furs after wearing them a little while. Haven't
you often thought how nice it would be if you could buy them?
Your dignity would not be lowered a bit. and think how much yon
would save.
Your neigbhors would not know that you bought
things from th se people if you read Citizen Want Ads. These
people would rather sell direct to you at a small cost than to dealers. You can also find many bargains in household goods, too.
Read Citizen Want Ads every day and see how much money you
will save, and ho at easy it is tj have cu best of everything

llo.
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well-know-

Issue stock or bonds without the consent of the interstate commerce
commission.
This plan has always
been bitterly opposed by railroad
managers of the old school, and it
Will be most unpalatable
to the old
guard in the Senate headed by Senator Aldrlch. But the president believes he can obtain the necessary
legislation.
The third great issue
that of getting rid of the wheels
within the wheels of holding companies is In the Interest of simplicity and straightforward dealing. On
this, too. he believes he will have the
support of his party in both House
Bind Senate.
As to tlm frxratliii Tax.
At the president's suggestion the
making of false returns is to be punby
imprisonment.
Sworn
ishable
statements much like those of national banks will be made out by
corporations with an income in excess of $5,000 a year, and $5,000 of
the income of all corporations is to
be exempt. Provision will be made
.gainst double taxation, so far as
possible, of stock paying dividends
To preInto holding corporations.
sent the transformation of stock into
bonds to escape the tax on earnings
on bonds, up to the amount of the
Stock will be exempt from the tax.
The secretary of the treasury Is to
tiave authority to order investigation
where he thinks a fraud has been
committed, and the president is to
be empowered to make public such
Information as he believes the public
good requires.
The president has been assured
that the corporation tax will be
adopted by both House and Senate.

iginal

packages

unnecessary,

bu.

wool, uncertain in grade, Is beginning
29.
Francisco,
The
June
San
to arrive, and sales In graded lots
science of advertising has been taken
ill be more In order.
up with a vengeance by the ministers
ew Wool.
Mills Necil
Although some of the large clips of Oakland. .Schemes to inveigle you
have been sold before and on arrival into buying a house Hiid lot have
to consumers, the bulk of the 190'.t long been of record. but when It
territory clip Is yet to be marketed, comes to planning the capture of

and as the mills are generally bare
of this stock, the manner in whi.'ii
the new goods are beginning to move,
still further accentuates the near future needs cl manufacturers. Under
these cond.tions It may bo seen that
the situation apparently favors the
dealers who own the raw material
want. Extreme
that manufacturers
prices have been generally paid in
the growing country, and values consistent with reasonable profits will u
doubt be insisted upon by wool merchants.
The feature of the week's business
Is the sale of about 2,000,000 pounds
d
Montana at 27 'a W 28c,
of
or about 70 8 73 cents ecourej basis.
Manufacturers have been negotiating
the purchase of several of the best
lines of Montana wool during the past
tew weeks, despite the fact that they
have not arrived from the state, and
as a result of their interest a fairly
good quantity has been obtained thus
early in the season.
Wyoming wools are beginning to
arrive in quantity, and within a short
time a good assortment of all territory stock will be availaole. It is the
contention of the trade that while
business is now rather quiet, just as
soon as stocks are in greater variety
and the new fabrics are further under order, the resumption of buying
half-bloo-

young couples Intent on marrying.
Oakland, where Cupid claims a high
as 350 couples a month, can give the
world a few pointers.
The welding of the knot up to a
short time ago was mainly in the
hands of Justices of the Peace Geary
snd Quinn. Then Key. Mr. Vander-maran alert man and deputy
county assessor, did a thriving business.
He was near enough to the
countv clerk's office to appreciate the
possibilities of the trade in hearts.
And now, to the consternation of
the magistrates and the thrifty Pastor Vandermark, comes J. Howard
Pierce, minister, real estate agent
and politician. He stationed a pretty girl at the entrance of the hall of
Interrecords, where she casually
cepts young couples Intent on securing licenses and mentions Pierce to
them as a good marrying parson.
of
almost every
The timidity
eounle whs ouicklv overcome bv this
voluntary show of interest and the
couples flocked In upon the Hev. Mr.
Pierce by the dozens.
I
"I am merely Introducing business
methods in getting this profitable
explanation
.Hade," is the practical
He says he
of the Rev. Mr. Pierre.
will keen his young woman rgent in
his employ as long as .rie g ts the
business.
k.

(

l

forth that
lar. Caldwell's vouchers
detailed information as to what the
In the
on
was
file
expenditures were
office of the state agency. Taylor
could rind nothing, however, beyond
the bare statement that there were
claims against the state agency; and
there was nothing to show, he paid,
that the claimants had ever received
their money.
The vouchers for Charles West, the
state attorney general, according to
the report, were mostly for the hire
of detectives to enforce the prohibitory law, but there was no evidence
as to whom this money had bee.i
paid, or that It had ever been disbursed.
Several large checks, ranging from
r,
$1,000 to $1,M00 each in favor of
were for "salary of office." The
identity of the office force was not
disclosed in the transaction nor was
it shown that the money had been
actually paid out. A large number of
checks isued by Lozier "payable to
bearer" were condemned as a very
improper manner of paying out large
sums of money when no receipts
were taken.
.More IOhS to the Staie.
Taylor asserts that after a thorough
examination of the records in the of
fice of the state agency ho could not
Hnd that a report us required by law
was made to the second state legislature,
that the agency
The report
at a
svstem has oeen maintained
monetary loss to the state, though it
was said when the law was enacted
that the system would be self sup
M establish
porting. The agency
ed about April, 1908, closed from De
cember. 1908. to June 1. 1909, ana
then reopened. The net ciwt of
maintaining the agency was
In estimating the assets of
the agency the sum of $12,189.58 is
local
held by
allowed for stock
agents. The report asserts, however,
that no more than $5,000 may be
realized from this source, because of
goodn stolen from the local agencies,
and the loss of beer through long
storag". inspectors being now at work
d.stroying thU stule beer.
The income of the agency Is show n
to have been $50,000 from a state
appropriation, $52,802.62 from gross
profits on stock. $176.15 trom ktosb
profits on furniture and fixtures and
$373.96 from a distillery tor siock
total of $10:1.352.75.
Lo-zie-
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K odol
and

For Dyspepsia

Indigestion,

If you suffer from Indigestion or Dvspepaia; if you are
annoyed with gas on the stomach, fulness after eating,
belching, sour stomach, heartburn, etc, a few doses of
Kodol will relieve you.
M WI1 UWtdO bOW Mod Pr0
Kodol U for Indirection and dyspepsia It

If TM kMW

smuoa
M m wumobmu7 lor m to guanine ft aiofia
you to know bow good It Is is wall
Bat to
know, wo fnctlcaHy will purchase the In
m

f

Settle foi you.
You wooder, perhaps, bow wt eta aiford to
pake suoh m otter It U because wo have abso--t
cnotdoftfn ta tt booestr and fairness of th
ptiUltt.

w

know there are thousand of persons who

indigestion and dyspepsia who would
Cr.rr from to
us for putting thorn la toaob with

That U why.

I urtbermoro, wo know that liter you hart
! Kodol your faith In tho preparation will bo
jual to ours.
Tlila proposition we mako ta o altoftthor
nalflah, but It U actuated by tho knowledge
tho use of Kodol by you will banaflt you as
that aaourselyea.
well
How oould we afford to makov such an offer
to the public, and how could wo afford to epend
thousands of dollars to tell you about It unless we
positively knew and were sure of the merits of
Kodol.
We couldu't It would bankrupt us.
But we know the merits of Kodol and we want
you to know.
A perfect digester must contain many ingredient each In proper proportion.

It must be a lleuid, because all those Ingredients cannot bo put lato dry form.
It must be able to digest any food, a af

mixtures of food, and completely.
Kodol does that even In a (lass tost tabs.
Ho other digester aan.
Kodol alone does all of the work. It stops al
Irritation, and glres tho stomach complete resk
It has taken as years to get ft perfect digests,
bat wt certainly bate It now,
Please try It today at oar risk.
It means mora than relief. It means that the
stomach will do lu own work far sooner the
you'll expect.
Kodol digests all tho food yon eat.
Eat what you want and let Kodol digest la.

Our Guarantee
Get ft dollar bottle of Kodol, and do it today.
Don't delay. And If you can honestly say thai
you did not recelTe any benefits from It rfter yoa
have uned the entire bottle the druggist will refund your money to you without question or
delay. We will pay the druggist the price of the
bottle purchased by you.
Any druggist will give you Kodol on these
terms, because he knows our guarantee Is good.
The 11.00 bottle contains 2 times as much as
the boo bottle.
Kodol is prepared at the laboratories of K. C

lWltt& Co.,

J. II. O'ltlEXLY

&

CO.

Chlcsgo.

for fire patrol he would have to cover
approximately 13$, 000 acres. As a
matter of fact, however, the volume
of business on the national forests
has grown to such proportions that
less than 25 per cent of the force is
available.
This makes it necessary
to spread an average man's service
over nearly four times 138,000 acres,
decreasing fire protection far below
the point of safety in many cases.
In the face of this, however, fire
are
losses on the national forests
kept at a point where they are trivial
with the damage
when compared
which would be caused were the
lands contained in the national forests unprotected.
DIRECTOR

ERE'S YOUR OPPORTUNITY
The Chance of Years Book Lovers Will
Find This a Perfect Paradise.
The Mysterious Key, by Louisa

A Little Rebel, by The Ducaw-

Al-co-

-

Otho the Arch, by Alexander

ATTACKS

FRATS

THE YALE

Says College Societies Kxert Influence for llad so Far as Similes
Are Concerned.
!.
New Haven, Conn., June
leading point in the annual report
of Russell H. Chittenden, director of
tho Sheffield Scientific school at Yakuniversity, is his criticism of the society system of the school. There are
six societies owning their dormitories
and representing property of great
value. The fact that the school has
now begun to build its own dormitories has brought the ciuestion into
prominence.
in referring to the
The director.
problem, criticises severely the society system of the school.
He says
the Interests of the societies and the
scholarship
of the school are an
tagonistic, as proved by the fact that
much larger number of conditions
in scholarship in proportion to their
numbers has been incurred by so
ciety men than by the students out
side of the societies. It is a so proved
he shvs. by the fact that a good
many men entering
the freshman
class belonging to societies are drop
ped Ht the end of the first term or
later in tho year, notwithstanding
that a considerable portion of them
enter school with good or fair records in scholarship.
A

The Cedar Swamp Mystery, by Jane
Austin.
The Twelve Great Diamonds,
Jaoe Austin.

The Corslcan Brothers, by Alexan-

by der Dumas.

The Wreck of the Kraken, by Jane
Austin.
The Kidnapped
son Bennett,

a.

Heiress, by Emer-

HInton
Fleming.

Hall.

by

May

Child of the Wreck, by May
Fleming.

Ago

An

The Rose of Brnsteln, by May Ag
nes Fleming.
The Midnight Marriage, Emersin
Mystery of Blackwood Grange, or
Bennett.
May Agnes Fleming.
Lady Gwendoline's Dream, Char- Sir Noel's Heir, by May Arum
Fleming.
lotte Braeme.
Woven on Fate's Loom, CharUa
Beauty's Marriage, Charlotte Brae- Garvice.
me.
The Woman in Armor, by Merr
Coralle, Charlotte Braeme.
Hartwell.
On Her Wedding Morn, Charlotte
The Great Hampton Bank Rot
Braeme,
bery, by Mary R. H. Hatch.
My Mother's Rival, Charlotte Brae- Kitty Craig's Life In New Tork. bt
alary J. Holmes.
The Mys;;?ry at Birchall. Charlotte
The Wooing of Leoia, by Mrs. Ales,
Braeme.
Miller.
Marlon ArdlelgW'a Penace, Char- A Mad Passion, by Etta W. Plerca.
lotte Braeme.
The Heir of Brandt. b Etta W,
The Story of Two Pictures, Char- Pierce.
lotte Braeme.
The Power of Paul Latrobe.
Tragedy of the Chain Pier, Charlotta Adelaide Rowland.
Braeme.
The Crime and tha Curse, by atra
The Coquette's Victim, Charlotte Southworth.
Braeme.
The Wlfe'a Victory, by Mrs. South-wortMrs.
Quiet
Life.
Tragedy
of
CORPORATIONS
Burnett.
The Refugee, by Mrs. Southwortk.
Pretty Polly Pemberton, Mrs. Bur
John Strong's Secret, by Mrs.
Will Of. PUT OUT nett.
Southworth.
The Fatal Secret, by Mrs. Soutk- Cora Hastings, by Mary Dallas.
to
Washington OlhVlals
worth.
uv Against Thoe
The Lawyer's Ward, by Mary DalThe Bride of in Hour, by Mrs. Ana
PayIn Uoens
las.
Stephens.
ment!.
Mystery of Mordaunt Mansion, by
The love that Saved Him, by Mrs.
9.
About Mary Dallas.
Tacoma, Wash., June
Stephens.
Ann
15,000 Washington corporations will
The Devil's Anvil, by Mary Dalla.
be wiped off the records of the office
Note Single copies 25c eaca.
of the secretary of state. Such of
The Island of Diamonds, by Harry postpaid. Any 12 books for 11. prethem as are not already dead will be Danforth.
paid. Any 25 book for $3; the enno longer permitted to do business
fifty books for 15; terms ars
In tills state.
tire
H&rry
I'nder a law of litOi
by
The Corsair's Captives.
cash with order. Send postal orJer
all corporations delinquent two years Danforth.
or check. Every volume complete.
or more In the payment of their anby The Upon receiving books, f not as repA Maiden
All Forlorn.
nual license must be taken from the
resented, send them back and gst
list.
Dutches s.
your money.
general
has Just
Place your orders at
The attorney
by
Duchess.
The
A Little IrUh Girl,
once.
Hunters of bargains, like all
ruled that this delinquency cannot
other hunters, must act quickly. This
be cured by paying up no. ThouSweet la True Love, by The Duch' advertisement will appear la more
sands of old corporations are delinquent, and many hundreds more will
than 1.000 papers.
tall In the same class unless they
pay ;ip this month.
I

h.

MH

STATIONS

LOOKOUT

IN FOREST RESERVES

e

Kei-vl.-- e

Will

Ktallb,h

PoMs

Urea Can lie

Where

Sfn and

Working along the line of securing
protection
In
the greatest results
against Are, with a minimum of ex
penditure, the forest service has de
rided to establish on the most a"
vantaeeous uoints of the national
finest in the west a series of look
out stations from which news of the
breaking out of forest fires can be
telephoned to forest officials.
will
stations
siin.o ull of these
command a view of the country for
miles around the work of detecting
and extinguishing nrea In uuir in-- (
ipiency will, by this plan, be greatly
expedited, with the result tnai man
thousands of dollars worth of valuable timber will be saved annually.
forest
national
In most of the
states the climate is very dry and the.
therefor.-rainfall light. Conditions,
for the
favorable
are remarkably
spread of tire and extraordinary dili
gence is necessary In patrolling uan
Kerous areas. To administer the vast
area Included in the national foresU
approximately 15.000,000 acres, the
government has about 1,400 men In
the field. If each man could be used

Kn-for- cf

Trouble, Makers Ousted.
V'hen a sufferer from stomach
Life
trc irle takes Dr. King's New
Pi s he's mighty glad to see his Dys-p- .
,1a and Indigestion fly. but mort
tickled over his new, fine appetite, strong nerves, healthy vigor.
a
I I because stomach, liver and
now work right; !5c at all

WRIGHT

MANY

BOO

kid-n-y-

105-10-

7

READE ST.

HEW

YORK CITY

TCfcfcOAY,

2LLBUQUEHQUE

JVNF. 29, 1008.

CITIZK8.

n if

I
MAUI HELP

Clearing House for the People's Wants

A

rXMAIJi HELP

nocsEs

piRECTORY

BUSINESS

for rent

REALTY CO.
Established 1838

ROOMS TO RENT

CLERKS

HOUSES FOR

Auto

SA1

Repairs-Bicycl- es

F.

TKVOGRAPHEIUI

&

OOKJLEEPERS

RANCHES FOR
BUSINESS

8A

OPFOL-TLN1T1K-

Indian Motor Cycles and Auto Tire
ulcanlzlng.
Bicycles for Sale or Rent. Unfil
ing and Supplies of All Kinds.

S

MONET TO LOAN

Albuquerque's Popular Want Columns

CANVASSERS

MOO.CO

8. HOPPING

341 South Second St.

K

I

ALKSMXN

AGENTS

FOR 8 ALM.
lx frost tots
Copper ave. Great bargala.

V.

OBITION

Staple and Fancy Orocerles.
All
Kinds of Imported
Italian Goods.
Pure Lucca Ollr Oil. Phone 711.

WANTED

By

first-slas- s

PROFESSIONAL

stenographer and typewriter,
tfngllsh and Spanish transitions

REAL ESTATE

CARDS

PHYSICIANS

GOLD AVENUE REALTY CO.

book-keepi-

SOLOMON

es.

L. BURTON, M. D.

Physician and finrgeoa.
Residence, alt Sonth Walter Street.
Pbooe mo. Office,
Barnes

MALE HELP

t

Fbeae. (IT.

BmUding.

Take order for rhe larfeat
portrait house. Soma of our men
ara making ftOO a mentk.
can
ron. Address, National Art and
Crayon Cv, Dept. 447, Chicago.
WANTED
$90 a month, 70 expense
allowance at start, to put out
and grocery catalogues.
Mall order house. American Home
up ply Co., Desk 44, Chicago, 111.
V ANTED
Intelligent man or woman to take territory, and appoint
canvassers to sell our water filters.
, Exclusive territory and nice, profitable work for the right party. Seneca Filter Co.. Seneca, Mo.
ANTED Albuquerque representative. Control staple line. Large
$1,100
Position
worth
yearly to man with business acquaintance wr to bustler, Consoll- Mfg. Co., RochasUf, K. T.
I BUTE and we w!.i x plain how we
ray any man 81 per month and all
traveling expenses to take orders
as? portraits.
Xxperisnee unnecti- saury. Tkle star mads by the great- , set portrait house la the world.
Writs bow befere It is too late.
St. p. Marts!, Dept. lit. Chleags.
MBN

A.

mer-ekandi- ae

No Postage Stamps Required
When a man is down to his last cent and ont of a job it is the great

est blessing in the world that he can answer all the want ads he desires
without having to buy postage stamps.

r

it is interesting to note that when a man needs to answer want
ads most is usually the time when he has the least money to spend.

FEMALE HELP

--

gr4 kou.

two lots, stables,
a
oa..
Edith, close In. Aa
bargain.
$1300 Rooming basse
in
Central ave. Great ehaaee for
quick buyer. Easy term.
MANY OTHER BARGAINS IN
ALL SECTIONS OF CJTY.
LOTS L
NEW TOWN OF
BELEN at original alas, arloee.
Call at our offloe for tan

WANTED At once, one lady cook
and waitress. Central Employment
Agency, 113 West Central avenue.
ANTED Lady to represent us at
home; good position; good pay and
taller made suit free In 90 days.
unnecessary;
Experience
reliable
firm. Address J. E. McBrady Co.,
Chicago.

Dental Bargery.
SAN JOSE RESTAURANT.
Rooms 1 and S, Baraeta BalMUag,
Open day and night, 211 West Cen
Ore O'RlsUv'a Traa Mnra.
Appointments Made bj Mali.
tral. In addition to our regular
mcala
Pbooe 744.
Wa serve short orders, noodles, chop
suey in all styles and other mandarin
DRS. OOFP AN PKTTTr.
dishes. Give us a trial.

J?

down to the office if necessary and we w ill see that you obtain paper and
envelopes to answer the want ads, We'll do all we can to help you land
the job you want.

Offlca boars.

WANTED

letters in any time.

WANTED Second hand clothing, etc
SOI South Second St. 'Phone 740.
If you want roomers, or furniture, or positions, answer a dozen ads
WANTED To borrow, $5,000. 8 per
cent, first class security. Address S.
E., Citizen office.
it doesn't cost a cent more than to answer only two. And according to
ANTED To buy large tract of
Umber. Give fall report,
cast
the law of average you stand a better show at "one to twelve" than you
rice, location, shipping facilities,
also terms. I. C. Coekey, tit Kltt-red"one to two." Are we right?
do
Bldg., Denver, Colo.
mrormauon regartims
svaNTBu
farm or business for sale; not particular eoout location; wish t hear
from owner only, who will sell sired to buyer; give price, descripSALESMEN
tion, aat state when possession fan
FOR SALE
FOR REN1
had. Address L. Darbyshlre,
Sox ISIS. Rochester. N. T.
WANTED Salesman: Experienced la FOR SALE Real estate, bought and FOR RENT For Rent card at The
sold, Hamlett. 214 W. Gold.
uitizen orriee.
any line to sell general trade In
AGENTS
An unexcelled spe- FOR SALE
New Mexico.
Two
Horse, buggy and har-ne- FOR RENT
unfurnished
cialty
commissions
proposition,
rooms. Inquire 211 South Edith.
bargain. 823 South Edith.
a
at
SANTBD
Agents to sen our line of
with tit weekly advance for exFOR RENT Four room rurnlsaed
aigara with a new patent elgar
penses. Tne continental Jewelry FOR SALE Store fixtures. Inquire
house, 114 per month. Southwest
at corner store, opposite pOBtofflce.
lighter. Can also be carried as a
Co.. Cleveland. Ohio
ern Realty Co., 201 E. Central.
Mile Use. Address Crow a Cigar Co.,
bugtry
Good
FOR
SALE
horse
and
WANTED Lubricating oil salesmen,
FOR RENT Larfce,
airy rooms,
Milwaukee. Wis.
"oarpain for quick sale. Apply 11
experienced (no attention to othsuitable for light housekeeping;
Third.
South
stOEXTS make $i dally selling our
ers) receiving less than two hunrent reasonable. Inquire 024 West
National Clothes Drying Rack, resalary FOR SALE Large ice box, good &8
dred monthly, investigate,
Central avenue.
quired iu every home. Absolutely
new. Suitable for butcher or groonly.
E. L. Cannon, Wade Bldg.,
new. gend 10 cent for sample and
cer. 223 So. Second st.
Cleveland, Ohio.
territory. Culver A Co., 171 WashRooms
WANTED Best paying side line on FOR SALE Modern 7 room House;
ington street, Chicago.
easy terms and price reasonable.
the market. Good men make big
'.JNTS Positively make 110 te
Inquire 214 North Walter.
money. Salesmen with establishFOR RENT Furnished Rooms for
tit dally seUing the greatest pho- ed
territory write. Sample case 10 FOR ALE Gentle mare to ride ur
Rent cards at The Citizen office.
to art specialty ever produoed;
give
P.
references.
lbs. Must
drive. 'Ihon- - 1030, Dr Burton.
aometklag new and unusual. L. K.
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
& Co., 334 Dearborn St., FOR
Schmidt
Douglas ranch,
SALE
160
erntte, Mgr., 414 Carroll eve.,
rooms for light housekeeping. In
Chicago, 111.
acres, three mib s souht of city. InTil
quire at 501 North Second street.
quire of J. c. Ualllnper.
4ENTS ATTENTION! Dloso CaBT-aet- s CAPABLE SALESMAN to cover New
Mexico with staple line. Hifch com- Ft'R SALE
guard the home from contagHorse and bu(tjf; can
TYPEWRITERS
missions, with 1100 monthly adat 2 IS W. Copper avenue.
be
ion and disease. Require no attenvance.
position
the
Permanent
to
tion. Just hang them up, that's all.
right man. Jess. H. Smith Co., DePeople are buying them 'by the
FOR SALE- - Oliver Typewriter. Nj
PERSONAL
troit. Mich.
.". like new. Cheap. Matson's book
thousand. Send at 'once for sample
PANT AD An energetic
and terms. Montana Sales Co., Diseducated AUTHORS seeking a publisher should
store.
man to sell the New International
tributors. Butte. Mont
communicate with the Cochrane FOR SALE Fox typewriter;
very
ncyclopaedla
Mexlso;
In New
Publishing company, 677 Tribune
f ANTED Agents make It a day; splendid
latest visible m';dl No. 23, like
spenlng; state age, presseven fast sellers; big new Illustratbuilding, New York city.
new, cheap.
M.Uett Studio.
ent employment and give referened catalogue and saaaples tree.
Full RENT T p. writers, all klndo,
ces. Deed,
Mead and company,
Commercial Supply Co., Box lit!,
Albuquerque Typewriter Exchange.
Ahakert Building, Kansas City, Mo.
Boston. Mass.
o
BeJ
earns
carry
TANTklD
to
$2204.10
made in tw
I'ltoKIT
Souvenir Post Cards as aide Yt"R patronage appreciated, Hammonths by C. Nichols and his
proposition,
FINANCIAL
lice. Money making
lett. real estate and loans, 214 W.
aarents in Utah and Idaho: write
gome of our men making
1101
Gold
for proof. Want general aRent to
soonth'y. Ptate references. Gartner FOR iSALETrof liable"
open branch office in this state.
established LO'NS
d on r. al estate and
A Bender, Chlcsgo.
Exclusive trrritnry. complete probusiness.
must leave city,
chattels, Ham.itt, J 4 W. Gold.
tection, amazing profits; permanent
Pi '.D ON B PERSON
inquire Citizen office.
itto PC A WIEK
honorable bufiness.
each county to handle our big CAPITAL furTTilhed f
Chemimeritorious
8eig-le"1 h.ne to have mv
Littie Willi.
advertising combination. J. S.
r
cal Co., t'hHjago.
Isent. rpnses; stock and bond
Robby
IJclCompany. Como Block, Chicago.
"So do
sues sold n commission; compan- face
I u as a b g man anl could
i. I u
A Thrilling
W.VXTKO A ca pad- - novelty salesies organized;
loans negotiated.
.ar whiskers.'"
How Bert K. Lean, of Cheney.
man to sell n w und winning
Address with full particulars. MetWash., was saved from a frightful
novelty to dealers in
ropolitan Investment company, 131
All elates
death is a story to thrill the world.
of dcale.-- s
La .alle sir. et, Chicago,
"A hard cold," lie writes, "brought on
buy. I'roiit of J7 r.O and upwards to
a desperate lung trouble that baffled
salesmen on each ordt r; exceptionan expert doctor here. Then I paid
ally pi'olltab'e opportunity for right
and CURE the LUNGS
110 to Jlo a visit to a lung specialist
matt. We can also place a few
Society of New
The
In Spokane who did not help
novelty salesmen in ot'i
me.
.Mexico meets the second Wed- - 4
citi.-sThen I went to California, but withSide line men mtikinsr Jlo
of each month a I Odd
w,th
lay between tialns. Give full parout benefit. At lai-- I used Dr. King's
e Fellow' I lull, 321 South
4
New
Discovery, which completely
tir.--t
r. Ni.v-lt- y
e
ticular
street.
ineeiiiig
Neit
Wedue.
cured m- - and t.ow I am a well as
Tne rroures.-- - company.
day. duly I I.
ever." For I.unic Trouble, Uronchl-tis- .
IW.IlI
Chiea.i.
lleadquai lcr at room 4, Bar- - e
Coughs and Colds, Asthma. C
uet luiilillng.
and On- f
and Wh 'i.pliH? Cough, It's supreme;
I'roiit a miller wlio necii"l money
e
tral. I'hone 107.
f or
,
too nnd II. Trial bottle free. Guarol e
lime Jn- -i IxMicht .Vi.dno
a
All
are
requested
t
AND AtL THROAT
anteed ty ail druggists.
Nuliw Whin- - Bran, which iv
NI IVHQ TROUBLES.
to call aud regUter.
will Mil at $1 HO
hundred lbs. A
4
O. J. KltAEMEK.
GUARANTEED
I
,.
SATISFACTOkV
Our uoik
ry
JtM.IIT In
Ixirjrain.
W. l ee. 212 W . I. ud uv .
Secretary.
OB JCOJIEY B.EPONDED.
Iluhln liundry
I'hone 16.

at

e--

ss

Furnished

--

o.

Business Opportunities

u--

KILLtkc COUCH

t

t

Dr. King's

Se-ou-

rt.md-McWll-

B.

a. m. to 11 :M p. m.
p. m.

hi

maUL

Pfcos

R. W. D. BRTAN

ll

jr ,

Attorney at Law.

SHOEMAKERS
P. MATTETJCCI.
North First Street.
Sole agent for Famous
Roberts
Johnson
Rand "Star" Shoes; also
105

complete line of serviceable shoes.
Kxpert repairing, all work guaran
teed.

C8fflf8

Water paid.

raomt

Very

a.

$20.004 room moeera, furnished house, Elgklaaes, close
In. Barn on premlsea. Water
paid.
$25.005 room moasra bouss
Highlands. Newly ratalaksd.
$8.00
kovsa, asar
shops on Psrlno aveaae.
$10.0
sew
ComfortaMa.
house, Nortk Stgktk Bt.
$8.00 4 room tent kens and
barn, corner Marble aae ltth
--

$12.00 Very close ta. aaodern
rooms for light housekeeping
on North Second street.
$16.00
bonsa. West
Central Ave., near Cast. Honing. Partly furnishes.
Rooming baas wltk
$a$.0
stors room, closs te ssops.
$23.00 4 room furnished flat,
with sleeping porch, all modern, plenty shade, on N. teoonfl
st. Cool summer home.
22.50 4 room moaera
brick
house, West Marquette.
$2.50 per week, I room furnished for light bctukrplng.
West Copper, near lairs street.
$45.00 Hotel Btt.!tta. Is
brand new. never etrar'ed, la
modern, 17 rooms ta legation, a bargain.
$150.00
Rico hotel, I story
brick, N. First st, between CenLower
tral and Copper
floor store rooms. TJppai floors
have 18 modern finished rooms
for rooming house, will rent
upper or lower floors separate.
Low rent. Great opportunity.

a.

219

Wft Bold 4rM

N. YANNI.

lst

.

Sewing Machines

(Llcenslado.)
Will Do a General Practice In a'l
Courts.
Room it, Armijo block, Albuquerque
New Mexico.
MODE8TO C. ORTIZ.
Attorney-at-La(Llcensiado.-Room-

,Vy

CIIAS. IlEWTTT,
117 South Third St.
Dealer In sewing machines and all
their parts; bicycles, typewriters an
creamery supplies.
Expert repairer
or locks; keys made and fitted; blcy
cles. typewriters
and sewing ma
chines repaired. Albuquerque. N. M

s

and i. Armijo Block, 104
W. Central ave. Albuquerque,
New Maico.

Any

part or all of the first floor

ft

the Luna and Strlckler building Is
now ready for occupancy and will be
John W. Wilson
John A. White leased to responsible parties. Any
alterations desired will be made to
WILfiON A WHITE.
suit tenants. Total floor space, 12,000
square feet. Basement same dlmen
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law. slons.
Steam heat and all other mod
ern Improvements.
Apply W. 8.
Will do a sraieral practice In
Strlckler.
All Court.
Rooms IS, 17, and 19, Cromwell
Iildg, AlbuuerQoe, N. M.
ERA

Attorney at Law.
Penslona, Laod Patents, Copywrlgtita,
Caveats, Letter Patents, Trade
Marks, Claims.
It F Street N. W. Washington, D. O.

Attorney

MADISON

at Law

Office, 117 West Geld Ave.

INSURANCE

I have in my possession a prescription for nervous debility, lack of vigor, weakened manhood, falling memory and lame back, brought on by
excesses, unnatural drains or the fol-II- e
of youth, that has cured so many

Real Estate, Notary
Pabllc

wmm,

Rooms IS and 14, Oromwell Blk.
.
Albnqnerq.Be
New Mexico

t;-

ill ft-

-

".c--

mmm

I asm ranee

Secretary Matnal Baildlag AssoetaUea
IT West Crutrsy Arenas

OSTEOPATH
C. 11.

tOWOIt,

SI.

1.

I). O.

OhU'l'JIUL'l.

Specialist

In

ft

60 YEARS

VyEXPERltNCS

'fltttl

otaeows

rmUTl An.

AnToneiendlnt askstrb and dinorlptloii
qiilcfr'r ar.Bla enr ectnluo fre wbjtkier
Invenuon I prihiil)T pKieiit&bl. Coaitnunli-tllimiiirlotlTrniiHdeiitral. HRNUBOOK on Pt-n- l
nt frM. Oldest ftiinry for secunns
1'ntcnts tkpn through sluuo ft Co.
epo-to- i
notice, without chums, la toe

J

m

.

Pli't.
rclf

Scientific fltncricaii.

1

hsvndtomojy' lllnstrnterj
klf. lArtmet Jf
culfttion of n? SftenttOo It.uriiiii.
i
four roonih, i, tklU by tail itevsHleA)ra,
ort
MUNNjCo.36'BfM-"N6vvYBt WubLlvluo. U. 0.
A

Trni,

7rr:

000.

y

worn and nervous men right In thee
homes without any additional
help or medicine that I think every
man who wishes to regain nis manly
power and virility, quickly and quietly, should have a copy. So. I have
determined to send a copy of the prescription, free of charge. In a plata,
ordinary
sealed envelope, to ass
man who will write me for it.
ThU prescription
comes from
physician who has made a special
study uf men, and I am convinced u
Je the surest-actin- g
combination fj
the cure of deficient manhood ao
e
'
put
tver
I think 1 own It to my fellow m
to Rind them u copy in confidence,
so that any nun, auywnnrt who is'
weak anj
with repeateS'
fsilurts ni.iy sun drugging hlmseu
with hnrmbful i.atcnt medicines, secure what, 1
u the qulckeav
;
actii:. i: atiVH. upbuilding.
r. nicdy
drvUoa
vr
and so. ciir- liimself at hume quietly
ami ( ikk'y. Just drop ms a line Ilka
this: Dr. A. K. r.jbinson. 475S Luca
Pldg. Letruit, Miih.. and I will sens
you a ci'iy of this eplwidld recelpv
in a plain, urdicary
Jm3 envelop,
m9 free of charge.
own

Chronic Dlstaees. Offices

N. T. Armijo Building.

tog-trje-

r,'-t--

li.-.-

r

I'

MS

vigor-failur-

A. B. WALKsUt

Fire

W

Gentleman Will Send It Confidentially, Free and Sealed,
to Every Weak and Enable Man Who Writes for It.

B. A. 8LKY8TKS
I as arson.

s

t,

Free Receipt for Weak Men

U. BONB

THOS. K. O.

e

Tnang Marks

S

-

Id-.-

furnish

and bath, modern, tar

Offles First National Bank BmlUusg Boot and Shoe Maker, 115 S. Third St
Albaqaerae, New Mexico.
Men's Shoes.
H Soles and Heels, nailed
11.00
Soles and Heels, sewed
11. iO $
Send for Our Select
sf
E. W. DOB80H
Ladies' Shoes.
FIFTY CALIFORNIA. PAPER!
H Soles and Heels, nailed
7Ie i
wkereby yon can !nar4 als- Attorney at Law.
H Soles and Heels, sewed
$1.11
play ads in all vapet o- Only the very beet rock-oa- k
sols O FIVI DOLLARS PBB INCH
Office), Croavwetl Black.
leather used and absolute satisfac t The Pake Advertising Agfary,
Albnqnaque, New Mexico.
tion guaranteed.
All work guaran
Incorporate.
teed. All work given prompt atten
417 S. Kaln St. II Oiaary at.
tlon.
S) Los Angeles, Cal. Baa Praaclseo.
JOSE O. ESPINOSA
Attorney at Law.

Mew Discoyery

lv

ALGER, D. D.

LAWYERS

Ml-0!i- ri

ne-Ml-

t.

Appsilatmcnts made
W. Central Are,

1

-

Ill

South First St iwt.
Cafe, lunch counter and lunch sun- plies. Opposite Santa Fe depot. Fur- nisnea rooms by day or week.

l:lt to

remember, it does not cost anything to bring your
They will be called for by the advertisers.

other folk, to

JACOB FLAMING.
1

If. T. Armljs Balldlag.

roR Rmxr.

stret.

RESTAURANTS

DR. J. B. KRAFT.

EDMUND

And

NEW

Room 11.

CHOICE VACANT LOTS IN
CITY OF ALBCQCnUJCM. See
tu before baying; elscwsMra. We
can save yon money.

$20.001

MEXICO CLEANING ANT)
PRESSING WORKS,
Practise Limited to TnbercnlocU.
West Gold avenue. French dry
tit
and steam cleaning. Goods called for
Hoars 18 to 11 and 1 to a
and delivered, Phone 1143. J, A.
Telephone 88$
Rooms S,
and 10, State) National Gardner, Prop.
Bank Block.
M. RYAN, TAILOR.
Cleaning, pressing; and renalrlna.
801 South Second street.
DENTISTS

you men who are seeking employment. Come

So don't be discouraged

J. M. Sollle and Edward I.Rrtnn.
proprietors of the new real estate office at 117 West Gold avenue, are pre
pared to serve the nubllo alnn
all
real estate lines. List tour nronertv
with us.

Tailors & Cleaners

SHORTLB, H. D.

CL

And

.

('.

Easy tarxas,
Three seaaof.

a.

Thorough knowledge
a specialty.
af up to data business methods,
and Insurance. Best
f reference furnished on application, address R., care CHlxen of- -

Cat-sag-

$2.000

tstjon.

A PICCINIXI.

ns

cheap.

$2300

S2S Sonth Second Street.

WANTED-Posltlo-

$1,000.00
A
konit:
large lot. Keleher ave Rat
cnance to buy a getts a

nsr lots, 7H10t ft
Jeras ave. This Is a sas.

GROCERIES

LOST AND FOUND

a.

s

i. iii

-

us

4Ws)i

rmom mm.

XTBUOtTEROUT CITIZEN.
Helen, and A. L. Kinwlow. 2U. of Arkansas City, Kan.; Berth F. Swan,
2
.and R. J. Archer. 27. both ,f

Albuquerque. .
...
S. Anderson, tiottii
clerk at tnn
Santa Fe offices, returned yesterday
after a vacation of three weeks 111
Snn Francisco, IaOi- Ahgi b sJ' I'iirtlandj
Seattle and Vancouver.
'J?--; M". Sylvester,
foreman of The
Cltlsen J'lbiotllce. returned Monday
from a short visit to his former home
In. Albla, leVa.
He also visited In
.

Low Shoes for Everybody

Dee Moines.
J. W. Prcstel. manager of the
Golden Rule Dry Goods store at
Third and Central. Is expected to return In a few days from a visit to his
old home In Kokomo.
IT ISN'T, ALL FOAM
A special meeting of Royal N'(
that you get In a glass of our soda.
Just enough to give It a fizz and a
will he- held at I. O. O. F. hall
sparkle. The rest in all gmxl solid Wednesday at 2:110 p. m. for business
Mxln.
By order of oracle,
and Initiation.
You will And one glass enough to Mrs. C. A. Frank.
Jessie B. Clifford,

quench

any thirst.

But you'll not recorder.

find one glass enough to satisfy your
The first alfalfa, hay to arrive on
beverage. If you could drink as much the market is bringing from $10 to
a you wanted to you would never $12. Fine green alfalfa sold
this
stop.
morning for $12 a ton. The dealers
offered $10.6.0. Bright native hay sold
SCllCTT CANDY CO.
for $10 a ton.
Second Door North of P. O.
David Baca, a prominent sheepman
of Kan Antonio, N. M spent yester-

1

IN

Take Plenty of Time
that your shoes fit you

get them plenty large enough.
One pair of tight shoes may ruin
your feet for life. You may rest assured of perfect comfort
by coming here and letting us fit your feet correctly. We
have hundreds of styles made of the finest leathers; all
made over our famous comfort fitting lasts. You will find
our shoes the best values ever offered for the money. Perfect fit our first thought; try your next pair here and be
convinced.

Central

Ave.

Phone 315

t

Stoves, Ranges, House Furnish- ng Goods, Cutlery and Tools, ?
Iron Pipe, Valves and Fittings f

Plumbing, Heating,
Tin and Copper Work

For First Class Work and Prompt Delivery

HUBBS LAUNDRY CO.
VIUTE VAGONS
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REMO lAL SALE 2f
coys uouung
,
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:

Shoes, Underwear, Dry Goods, Ladies Waists, Dregs Goods, Underwear
in fact every article in the Btore will be marked down in plain figures.
112 N. 2nd St.
Cash buyers union.
Wlti DoIcJ&

ft;
ft

S
ft

r

E. L. WASHBURN Pres.
I

E

E
E
E
ft

E

E
S
E
E
E
E

A

Treas.

E. L. Washburn Company
Incorporated!

ft

E
E
E
E

C. O. CUSHMAN, Sec.

Men's and Boys' Outfitters

Cool

Suits

We have them in blue

Serge, tropical grey
Worsteds, and fancy
Cassimeres, at
$11,

$12.50, $13.50 and $15

I

Stout or slim men are
fitted perfectly here.
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

I L21b
I lib .

40c
75c

A. J. MALOY

all-woo-

Phone 72

the city. While In the city
Mr. Baca purchased an elegant upright piano from the Learnard &
Lindemann Music Co.
There will he a special communiCOAL
COAL
cation of the Rio Grande Chapter
Egg
Best
per ton;
Coal,
$4
this evening at s o'clock for work in
best Lump, $5.25. If not entirely
the R. A. degree, followed by a ban-ile- t.
satisfactory, do not allow driver
By
All visitors are welcome.
to unload. Phone
29.
Direct
Harry
Braun,
H.
I'.
order
of
the
Shoulil vnu fail t.i recivi The A secretary.
Line Coal rard.
'
Evening Citizen, call up the
It's just like handing you a Hunch
Postal Telegraph Co., telephone
S Vn 3A and tnlli iinriir tvill hu A of money. Our knowledge la yours
for the asking. A reduction of $1. on One
delivered by epoclal messenger.
rancher there lost only two out
men's and 60c on ladies' oxfords. All of
total of 2,000 lambs this spring;.
marked n our window. Come and Thea streams
take a look. Chaplin's, 121 West Cen- the range In are all full of water and
prime condition.
Nature's treatment at Faywood.
tral avenue.
Try Glorleta beer. Phone 482.
A pretty home wedding took place
There will be a called meeting of
Insure In the Occidental Life.
G. K. Warren Post. (J. A. It., at the yesterday morning when Mr. Horace
home of J. G. Caldwell, 217 West Sil- B. Hening of this city and MUw VirGet well at Faywood Hot Springs.
ver avenue, Wednesday evening, June ginia Hockenhull, daughter of Mr.
Charles Brown, of Madrid, spent 30,
at 8 o'clock for the transaction of and Mrs. Robert H. Hockenhull, were
y sterduy here on business.
any business that may properly come united in marriage at the home of
Miss Ethel Benton left last night before the post. By order of H. B. the bride's parents, 1033 West State
or a visit of several week with rela-ive- Steward, P. C; J. G. Caldwell, adj.
street. Jacksonville. III. The mar-iag- e
in Holton, Kansas.
ceremony was performed by
Col. D. K. It. Sellers today closed a
Serpentine uartv tonieht at Klk' lease with the C. S. Morey Mercantile Rev. Dr. Roswell G. Post in the presball ro.m 5c a dance. Don't mkss it. company, wholesalers of Denver, for ence of a few friends and relatives
!est of order maintained.
one of the three cold storage rooms ol the bride and groom. The young
after tno
Madam Steward-Lam212 South In the new Bachechi block at Rail- couple left immediately
econd ttrtet, offers every sailor In road and Copper. The lease Is for ceremony for Albuquerque, and will
at 211
Xortli
the store, some worth up to 15, at $1 three years and the room will be make their home
acli.
used by the company for storing per- Twelfth street.
Born
Yesterday morning, to Mr. ishable goods.
ind Mrs. Raymond Stamm. a irlrl.
The C. and A. Coffee company Is AUTO ASSOCIATION
Both mother and child are doing today moving into new quartern at
nicely.
107 South Second street, where after
to
10 ELECT OFFICERS
John Lemaster, connected with the July 1. the company will
Junta Fe at Flagstaff. Ariz., who ha the public with a complete line of
soaps,
coffees,
teas,
powders
baking
icen visiting here for several days,
and extracts. During the past year, Meti.Jng Will Be Held This Week to
i ft last night for home.
Only one plain drunk Braced the the company has succeeded in buildDiscuss Plans for the Future.
and was
bench of the police court this morn- - ing up toan excellent trade
quarters.
larger
neck
A meeting of the Xew Mexico Aung and he wan given the usual fine forced
A large number of Indian children tomobile association will be called for
of Jo and cowts or ten days in jail.
at which
Miss Cena Munson. former hook- - who have been attending the local some evening this week
keeDer at the Economist drv sroods I'nlted States Indian school, left last time officers will be elected for the
In
right
western
for
their
the
homes
year
coming
plans
and
for the fucompany, left today for a two months
part of the territory, and will return ture discussed. The association dur.IHlt with her parents In Fort Dodge,
again for the fall term. A special ing the past year has aided materialowa.
car was chartered and the young ly in the Improvement of the city
Mridum SteWHrd-'- jinili.
Smith folkd were
by
two roads and in many other ways has
accompanied
Second street, offers all her trimmed teachers. A number of the children benefited
the city.
hats at greatly reduced prices; all of are Navajos but the majority are Puon the Silver avenue
The
work
ne newest
hats
eblos.
road, leading to the mesa, is now
P. F. McOanna, insurance and real rapidly nearing completion and as
Barbecued beef, mutton and pork estate agent, has moved
from tli-- i soon as finished an auto run will be
0"ked daily. Special orders on short Grant building, corner of Central and arranged over the road to the mounnotice. Special attention to outing Third street, to the ground floor room tains. Negotiations are now under
parties. Abbott & Fawks, Central on the alley In the State National way for repairing the portion of the
nd Broadway.
Hunk building, and has one of the road passing the powder house and
Probate Clerk Walker Issued mar finest equipped offices in the city. when both are completed the assoriage permits today to the following .Ml. MrCunnu occupied rooms In the ciation anticipates having one of the
persons: Klva A. Tinefrock, 22, of Grant building for many years. W. best auto roads In this section of the
W. Tight, milling expert and geologterritory.
ist, has taken desk room with Mr.
Owing to the fact that many of
McCanna.
the local owners of autos are planof the
Rev. Josiah II. Heald. a well known ning trips to various parts
Albuquerque minister, who graduate.! territory the latter part of this week,
from Bates college at Lewtaton, Me., the run which was scheduled for July
in 1SS0 with a degree of Bachelor of 1 has been postponed indefinitely and
brought before
Arts, had conferred upon him at th' the matter will be
annual commencement exercises of the next meeting.
The present officers of the associathat institution on June 23, the honorary degree of Doctor of Divinity. tion who have held oflice for the
M. W.
Mr. Heald has been a resident of tnis past year are the following:
Flournoy, president; D. K. B. Sellcity for the pant ten years. He Is suA freezer that will freeze any
perintendent of the Home Missionary ers, first vice president; Robert Putkind of cream or Ices that can be
president;
H. O.
si ciety and the Educational society of ney, second vice
frozen In other freezers, just a3
the Congregational church of Ne.v Brooks, secretary, and Dr. L. G. Rice,
nice and flakey in only 15 seconds,
treasurer.
Mexico and Arizona.
and 6c worth of Ice will freeze
M. A. Ross has returned from the
enough for 100 people. Every one Jemez country where with four asSEASONABLE
SUGGESTIONS
sistants he has been engaged for a
guaranteed to do all we claim for
estimating
a
the
month and
half in
It.
Sollie and Le Breton sole timber
de Santiago
on the Canon
agents. Demonstration with free land grant for the Jemez Land com ILVMMWKS.
Haven't you done without
that
Ice cream every Saturday afterpany. Mr. Ross Informed hia friends
long enough? There Is
that the weather In that section was hammock
noon and evening at their store.
a trifle cooler than in Albuquerque nothing better than our Acme Ham117 West Gold Avenue.
and that firhlng was good. He said mocks. They run In price from $2.25
livestock was in excellent condition. to $6.00. and we defy anyone to furnish a better article for the money.
If you are going camping, take ahng
one of thoe t'ampera'
Hammocks.
They are Just the thing.
Just hang
;WHEN YOU BUY CUT GLASS ASK FOR
it up anii there's your bed, 5x7 feet.
It's only $4.00. and made of heavy
canvas
HASKHAI.I. MITTS AND ;M)VKS.
We have both makes. Our stock is large. Every piece mariced very
Here is a line of samples, and
low in plaiq figures. , We will give 10 per cent discount ou these goods
off the
while they last, at
"
regular price. You know, the reguto reduce stock. .. .
lar price is just what you paid for
The Leading
them everywhere. These samples are
Central Ave.
ju.t as good as new standard make.
1 1
V
Albuaucrque
Jeweler
Then we have the complete line of A.
J. Keach baseball goods, guaranteed
Get a catalogue.
TKNMS.
ChampionThe Wright & Ditson
ship ball, 1909. two for 85c.
$2.50 and
Rackets. $1.75,

I
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Announcement

I wish ito announce to my friends and
I have moved from my) old
f)atrons that
at 208 South Second, street, and
will on Saturday June 26th, open my new
place at 120 South 4th with a full and

complete assortment of the latest creations in millinery which I will offer at
greatly reduced prices for the summer.
120 South

LUTZ
Miss
4th Street

Phone 832

$2.75.

d

worth more.

Suits

$20.00

The

A

'M

h

v

Scribner's Dancing Academy :
i

ELKS' BALL ROOM

: Serpentine Party Tuesday, June 29th I
DON'T MISS IT
Regular Dances, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday

good music :

5 Cents Per Dance

WW WW

Have a Look

PHONE US ABOUT OUR

SPKCIAI, MADE BLANK

AND

immis

BOOKS

Loose Leaf Ijedgrrs
All Kinds of Loose Leaf

Devices
Magazine Binding
Rubber Stamps

Everything that can be
had on the market will
be found in our store.

are the articles
111

Our Shop
Phone

I

:

:

205 South First Street

I

H. S. LITHGOW
312 W. Gold

!

SKINNER'S

we manufacture

Craigef

Hotel

9'24

West Sliver A venae.
Finest rooms, best location,
clean, cool, comfortable. Special
summer rates. Come.
118

L. TRIMBLE St CO.

W.

I.IVKUY. SALE AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
tloraea and Mules Bought
changed.
BEST

TCUN-OUT-

S

and

IN THE

Ex-

I

J. A. WOOD, PROP.

Second Street between Central and
Copper Ava.

Highland Liverv
BAICBROOK

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

I

CTTT.

RROC

.

Phone Ct(
John St.
ill
Up to data turn-outBest driver
WANTED At once, good, competent
house girl at 906 West Central Ave. in the city. Proprietor of "Sadie,"
the picnic wagon.
YOU
WILL APPRECIATE
OCR
PRICKS .MOKE THE MORE
YOI! TRY TO WATCH
THEM.
Nickle Plated Spurs, complete
25c
with leathers
Step Ladders
75c to $2.40
Bread Boxes
$1.00
Stoneware Churns
60c
White Earthenware Bowl and
Pitcher
75c
Water Cooler
$2.00
50c
Stoneware Boasters
s.

Strong Brothers

THE

MAZE.

William Kicke, Proprietor.
A

JAPANESE WEDDING.

One of the most original entertainYOI' I'LAV CKOQIKT?
Standard Croquet Sets. $1.65. $2.25 ments to be given for the benefit of a
and $'J65. Professional sets, $3.65. charitable organization will be hell
at the Bed Men's hall on the evening
STKON'ti'S IUM)K SIHHli:.
Of Tuesday. June 29th.
The entertainment will be a JapNet ltoor to the I'nMoAioe.
anese wedding, given by Mrs. E. D.
Thoue 1101.
Williams, for which an admission it
happen. but the
Accldentu will
and 10 cents for
ii cents for adults
bi st regulated
families keep Ir. children
wil be charged. The proceed
Thmnas' Kclectric Oil for such emer- of which will be used in the erection
gen ies.
It subdues the pain and ot the Mt. Olive Baptist church.
l.iaU the hurt.
o
'
iShocs may not make the man. but
What did the telephone girl
s,c when she handed back Jack's they show his taste for style and finish. Show your good taste by buying
s( 'aire and broke the engagement?
T
Ring oft! Somerville Journal. a pair of our dainty summer shoe.
for men. women and children. Our
"I suppose you and your wife prices run from $1.50 to $4.00 anl
everything?"
"Not at all. Phe every pair la an exceptionally good
ist that I have all the faults."
value. C. May's Shoe Store, 314 W.
'
troit Free Press.
Central avenue.
1M

l.

Central
vnu
SIRflON STERN Clothier

T

one-thir-

T

ol

because they're
to $35.00

COAL

HAWKES, OR LIBBEY

l;

We'll try to persuade you to buy Hart Schaffner & Marx
clothes; they'll cost more

In

ICE CREAM
Freezers

l;

ol

all-woo-

20th Century

.....CALL...

,

all-woo-

all-wo-

b,

When Buying Shoes

318 W.

i

Hart Schaffner & Marx clothes are
and
is the only real, full value in clothe?.' We
have some clothes that are not
we'll tell
you so if you select any of them. We don't advise you to buy cotton-mixe- d
rood' thvV mmilu
disappointing, and that's bad for us as well a von.
We have them here to sell to men who are not yet
wise enough to insist on

put up by Chase and
Sanborn in one-ha- lf
pound
packages.
is

ji

All Our Shoes

Co..,

.

FOR ICED TEA?

PARAGRAPHS

For Men's Women's and Children's Shoes

Hardware

TEA

PERSONAL,

Men's Low Shoes, black or tan
$1.65 to $4.00
Women's Low Shoes, black, tan or gray.. ..$1.50 to $4 00
Children's Low Shoes, black or tan
$!!! to $2.75

Crescent

Blend

-

toot.

in us in this matter of clothes are I
entitled to know the truth about j
what you buy here; and we're Tglad to !
have you know it; there's nothing here
that we're afraid to tell the truth about.

Emperor's

It

2.

'ou men who put your confidence

Have You Tried

Idli-bo-

day

Be sure

JMALOY'S

..

SEASON is here.
The low cut shoe
THE OXFORD
in popularity every year on account of its
snappy appearance, which appeals to stylish dressers. Besides this it gives free passage to the air and keeps the foot
cool and comfortable.
We have a big assortment of Oxfords, Pumps, Slippers
and Jul:etes which we offer at exceptionally low prices.

Finest Workmanship

TUESDAY, JUNE

X

it

h kcond aracrt

Mrs. R. B. Patten
Lady Assistant

MINNEAPOLIS
Rooming House
114 Soath Second St.. Corner Iroa.
All new
Iron beds.
Rooms for
rouaekeeplng.
Single room, $1,1
per week. No Invalids received.

EKGAGF
Simon Garcla's horses, rigs, saddles
and spring wagons for country trips.
Call at my store. 120! North Axno
street.

